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Abstract

Achieving generative creativity in the context of visual data, i.e. the

generation of novel and valuable images, is a long-standing goal in com-

puter vision and artificial intelligence. Generative adversarial networks

(GANs) are prominent deep generative models that can successfully

generate visually-appealing images. However, the generated images

are mostly simple memorisation or imitation of training samples, which

exhibits limited generative creativity. To obtain higher-degree gener-

ative creativity, we focus on more challenging image-to-image genera-

tion tasks, in which the generated images are not only more practically

valuable, but also more distinct from existing data.

The challenges of achieving image-to-image generative creativity lie

in three aspects: whether the generated images 1) are truly useful,

especially for critical applications (e.g. in the field of medical imag-

ing), and 2) can demonstrate a clear difference from training samples,

and 3) are varied and diverse for one input image, which is a natural

requirement for many image generation tasks.

In this thesis, we aim to develop deep conditional adversarial net-

works for challenging image-to-image generation tasks, each of which

respectively exhibits one type of image-to-image generative creativity.

We make the following contributions. First, we propose EnrichGAN

for fast compressed sensing magnetic resonance imaging (CS-MRI) re-

construction that exhibits enrichment creativity. We demonstrate that

EnrichGAN qualitatively and quantitatively outperforms various con-

ventional and state-of-the-art methods, with a much faster processing

time that enables real-time applications. Second, we propose SimGAN

for semantic image manipulation. It requires learning good mappings
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between visual and text features. We show that SimGAN achieves su-

perior results on this challenging image-to-image generation task that

demonstrates high-level transformative creativity. Finally, we propose

DesignGAN for automating the process of shape-oriented bionic de-

sign. It requires learning to combine features of images from different

domains, in an unsupervised fashion. We demonstrate that Design-

GAN learns to achieve image-to-image combinatorial creativity.
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1. Introduction

1.1. Motivation and objectives

Advances in deep learning techniques over recent years have enabled

machines to achieve unprecedented human-level performance on vari-

ous challenging tasks that involve learning visual features [91, 124, 48,

106]. Generative creativity [87, 135], which refers to the generation of

novel and valuable images in the context of visual data, still remains

a significant challenge in the field of machine learning. Machine with

such generative creativity can be used to assist humans for certain

tasks (e.g. inspiring designers for fashion design [118]) and produce

novel images (e.g. artwork generation [33]), which is a long-term goal

in the field of artificial intelligence (AI) and computer vision (CV).

1.1.1. Image-to-image generation for

higher-degree generative creativity

To achieve generative creativity for visual data, a prerequisite condition

is the capability of generating realistic images. In recent years, several

deep generative models, such as variational autoencoder (VAE) [67,

111], autoregressive models (PixelRNN [97] and PixelCNN [98]) and

generative adversarial networks (GANs) [41], have been proposed and

have obtained impressive results in unconstrained image genera-

tion . In this task, images are directly generated either from latent

variables (for VAE and GANs), or from a learned joint distribution

on pixels over an image (for PixelRNN and PixelCNN), without con-

ditioned on extra information. Among these approaches, GANs are
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able to produce the most visually-appealing images, due to its novel

adversarial training process, where a learnable objective can be implic-

itly defined (in feature space) and automatically adaptive to complex

image generation tasks. However, for most of the unconstrained im-

age generation problems, GANs can only be employed as a sampling

function of synthesising images that are similar to those in the training

dataset. Although the synthesised images in such case may still have

never existed and are realistic and plausible, which to some degree

satisfies the requirements of generative creativity, achieving generative

creativity of higher level (i.e. synthesising more creative and useful im-

ages) still remains an important need for many practical applications

in CV.

In this thesis, we focus on the more challenging image-to-image

generation , in which a synthesised image is based on a given input

image as an additional condition. Tasks of image-to-image generation

typically exhibit generative creativity of higher degree, compared with

those of unconstrained image generation, due to the following two rea-

sons. First, numerous practical applications of image synthesis require

the manipulation of given images, in which case the generated results

tend to be practically more useful and valuable. Second and more im-

portantly, the additional condition imposes a non-negligible constraint

on the image generation process, which enforces synthesised images

to contain relevant features of input images. As a result, it naturally

enables the generation of more creative images that differ from any ex-

isting training samples (e.g. a generated image based on a previously

unseen input image).

The original GAN architecture can be further extended to the condi-

tional GAN framework [90], based on which different approaches (such

as [134, 59, 162, 65, 152, 78]) have been applied for various image-

to-image generation problems. However, there still exist other more

challenging image-to-image generation tasks that can demonstrate the

achievement of higher-degree generative creativity. The challenges lie

in three aspects. First, whether the generated images are truly valu-
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able and useful, especially for those of critical applications (e.g. in the

field of medical imaging). Second, whether the generated images are

able to exhibit higher level of novelty. In other words, they should

not only have never existed, but also have a clear distinction from any

existing samples. Last but not least, whether diverse images can be

generated based on one input image, which is a necessary requirement

of many image-to-image generation problems.

The primary goal of this thesis is to develop novel architectures

and algorithms of deep conditional adversarial networks for challeng-

ing image-to-image generation tasks that demonstrate generative cre-

ativity.

1.1.2. Three paradigms of image-to-image

generative creativity

A typical pipeline of image-to-image generation that requires feature

learning includes three steps: 1) features of an input image are ex-

tracted by an encoding function, and 2) the encoded features are then

manipulated (e.g. adding new features or discarding original features)

according to specific tasks, and 3) the manipulated features are finally

transformed into generated images by a decoding function. Image-

to-image generative creativity comes from the manipulation on input

image features. Specifically, according to how features of input images

are manipulated, image-to-image generative creativity can be further

divided into three categories: enrichment creativity, transformative

creativity and combinatorial creativity [87], which are presented in

Figure 1.1 and are illustrated as follows.

1. Enrichment creativity, in which output images are generated by

preserving most features of the corresponding input images with

new features added, in a novel fashion (Figure 1.1 (a)). It can

be seen as enriching details of the input images, with their main

underlying structure unchanged.

2. Transformative creativity, which involves transforming some fea-
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tures of the input images (with other features maintained) into

new features, resulting in the generation of creative images (Fig-

ure 1.1 (b)). The feature transformation is performed mainly on

the input images, i.e. the generated images still largely resemble

the input images.

3. Combinatorial creativity, which in general refers to the genera-

tion of novel ideas by combining or connecting existing ones, is

considered as an essential way for human beings to generate in-

novations [87, 34]. In the context of image-to-image generation,

it involves extracting key features of input images and combine

them with salient features of other images, often leading to gen-

erated images of high-level creativity (Figure 1.1 (c)).

In this thesis, our main objectives are therefore to develop different

deep conditional adversarial networks, which address challenging tasks

of image-to-image generation that respectively exhibit enrichment cre-

ativity, transformation creativity and combinatorial creativity.

1.2. Contributions

This thesis makes the following three contributions.

• We propose EnrichGAN, a novel conditional adversarial archi-

tecture for fast compressed sensing magnetic resonance imaging

(CS-MRI) reconstruction, as a challenging application of image-

to-image generation that exhibits enrichment creativity. Gen-

erating high-quality MRI images from those of low quality is

a main challenge of CS-MRI. Many conventional methods and

some deep learning approaches have been developed for this task.

By contrast, we formulate the task to an image-to-image gener-

ation problem, in which the proposed EnrichGAN enriches the

local details and structures of input images to match those of

ground truth images. It is the first work that addresses this task

by conditional GAN-based framework. EnrichGAN outperforms
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(a)

(b)

(c)

+
Encodingx x̂Decoding

+
Encodingx x̂Decoding

Encoding

Decoding

Encoding

xa

xb
+

Image space Feature space Image space

Preserved features New features Discarded features Key features

x̂

Figure 1.1.: Schema of three paradigms of image-to-image generative
creativity according to how features of input images are
manipulated. x denotes input images, xa and xb denote
input images from different domains, x̂ denotes generated
images. (a) Enrichment creativity. (b) Transformative
creativity. (c) Combinatorial creativity.

various conventional and state-of-the-art methods, both quali-

tatively and quantitatively, with a much faster processing time

that enables real-time applications. It is also able to perform

zero-shot inference and achieve faithful results. EnrichGAN suc-

cessfully learns to achieve high-degree enrichment creativity, due

to the generation of practically valuable and useful images.

• We propose SimGAN, an innovative conditional adversarial frame-

work for semantic image manipulation. Given an input source

image and a target text description, the output images of this
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task should meet three conditions: 1) matching the target text

description, and 2) preserving other features of the source image

that are irrelevant to the description, and 3) being realistic and

plausible. This is a challenging image-to-image generation task

that demonstrates transformative creativity. It requires to learn

a good mapping between visual features and semantic features

of natural languages. We perform qualitative and quantitative

experiments to show that the proposed SimGAN achieves im-

pressive results on this task. More importantly, given an input

source image, SimGAN is capable of generating images that are

both diverse and clearly different from any existing images. This

indicates that it successfully learns to achieve high-level trans-

formative creativity.

• We propose DesignGAN, a novel conditional GAN-based archi-

tecture for automating the process of shape-oriented bionic de-

sign. Bionic design refers to a method of product design, where

a biologically-inspired object is designed by combining features

of a target design object with those of biological source objects.

It is a challenging image-to-image generation task that exhibits

combinatorial creativity. It requires learning to combine features

of images from different domains in an unsupervised manner.

We show that our proposed DesignGAN is able to generate cre-

ative and plausible shape-oriented bionic designs. Furthermore,

given an input image, DesignGAN can also generate diverse im-

ages that are significantly distinct from existing samples. It thus

learns to achieve high-degree combinatorial creativity.

1.3. Publications

The works of this thesis are based on the following publications and

preprints. Those where I am the first or co-first author are marked

with ∗.
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• DAGAN: deep de-aliasing generative adversarial networks

for fast compressed sensing MRI reconstruction∗, In IEEE

Transactions on Medical Imaging, 2018. [148]

• Semantic image synthesis via adversarial learning∗, In In-

ternational Conference on Computer Vision (ICCV), 2017. [24]

• TensorLayer: a versatile library for efficient deep learn-

ing development, In ACM on Multimedia Conference (ACM-

MM), 2017. [23] (best open-source software award)

• Deep de-aliasing for fast compressive sensing MRI∗, In
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1.4. Thesis structure

The rest of this thesis is organised as follows. In Chapter 2, we present

the background and related work. In Chapter 3, we describe the pro-

posed EnrichGAN architecture for CS-MRI reconstruction that demon-

strates enrichment creativity. In Chapter 4, we present the proposed

SimGAN architecture for semantic image manipulation that exhibits

transformative creativity. In Chapter 5, we introduce the proposed

DesignGAN architecture for the shape-oriented bionic design problem

that demonstrates combinatorial creativity. Finally in Chapter 6, we

conclude this thesis and describe possible future work. Supplemen-

tary materials of Chapter 2, Chapter 3, Chapter 4 and Chapter 5 are

presented respectively in the Appendix.
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2. Background

This chapter presents background and related work to deep conditional

adversarial networks for image-to-image generation. We start with an

introduction to deep neural networks, including how they can be ap-

plied for learning useful and relevant representations, how they can be

trained and how they can be constructed by employing modular layers

of different categories. We then review principles behind generative ad-

versarial networks (GANs), with their varied architectures illustrated

in detail. Techniques and tricks for stabilising the training process

of GANs are also discussed. Finally, we present several prominent

frameworks of conditional GANs for image-to-image generation. Typ-

ical applications (with conditional GANs applied) that demonstrate

image-to-image generative creativity are briefly introduced.

2.1. Deep neural networks (DNNs)

2.1.1. DNNs for learning deep features

Deep neural networks (DNNs) are a class of machine learning algo-

rithms with the ability to learn good representations directly from raw

data. This automatic process of representation learning is a key advan-

tage of DNNs, compared with conventional machine learning methods,

whose performance heavily depends on manually-designed feature ex-

tractors that typically require a substantial amount of domain expertise

and engineering competence. Learning representations from raw data

in a general-purpose fashion enables artificial intelligence (AI) systems

to not only perform better on original tasks, but also adapt to new
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tasks more rapidly without much human interference [40].

DNNs are composed of multilayer computational neurons, all of

which learn a nonlinear transformation on the outputs of neurons in

the previous layer. This multilayer structure enables DNNs to carry

two crucial advantages of learning data representations: feature re-use

and abstraction [9].

1. Feature re-use. The multiple layers of DNNs make them capable

of learning hierarchical features, in which higher-level features

are constructed via the composition (i.e. re-use) of lower-level

features.

2. Abstraction. The higher-level features learned by DNNs are more

abstract than lower-level features. Such abstract features are

generally insensitive to variations in observed data, whose intri-

cate structures can then be captured compactly for better ad-

dressing AI-related tasks.

DNNs are capable of learning complex functions by hierarchically

composing simple nonlinear functions. Figure 2.1 illustrates one DNN

architecture with visualised learned representations in multiple layers,

for the image classification problem as an example of supervised tasks.

Directly mapping the input image (i.e. high-dimensional pixel data)

to the correct object identity is very complicated. Instead, the DNN

architecture breaks this complex mapping into simple ones. It thus

learns to correctly recognise the input image, via the combination of

complex object parts (high-level features extracted by the third hid-

den layer), which are in turn defined by the combination of simple

corners/contours and edges (low-level features extracted by the first

and second hidden layer).

DNNs can also be applied to learn features from raw data in an unsu-

pervised manner. One such example is the autoencoder framework [51],

which consists of an encoder network h = f(x) (that encodes an in-

put image x into its latent representation h), and a decoder network

x̂ = g(h) (that maps h back to image space and produces a recon-

structed image x̂). Being trained to reduce the reconstruction error
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Input layer Hidden layer 1 Hidden layer 2 Hidden layer 3 Output layer

Pixels Edges Corners/Contours Object parts Object identity

Cat: 0.9
Dog: 0.1
Car: 0

Cat

Figure 2.1.: An illustrative example of one DNN architecture used for
image classification, with visualisation of learned represen-
tations in different layers. The shown DNN architecture
consists of multiple layers of neurons: an input layer, three
hidden layers and an output layer. The input layer takes as
input an image (i.e. pixels). The three hidden layers then
learn to extract the increasingly abstract representations of
the input image (i.e. edges, corners and contours). Finally,
the output layer computes the probability of each category
according to the learned highest-level features (i.e. object
parts). Images reproduced from [157, 40].

L(x, x̂) (e.g. the mean squared error), the autoencoder can capture the

most useful and relevant features of the given training data, without

any external supervision signal.

The autoencoder framework can be further generalised as a paradigm

of generative modelling. For example, in this thesis, we exploit variants

of such encoder-decoder framework for various image-to-image gener-

ation tasks, in which the original reconstruction loss is replaced by

other losses (e.g. the adversarial loss), as a constraint to enforce the

manipulation of the extracted features of input images for achieving

generative creativity (as shown in Figure 1.1). This will be detailed in

Section 2.3 and later chapters.
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2.1.2. Training DNNs

The three hidden layers in the example DNN architecture presented in

Figure 2.1 are fully-connected layers with activation function, in which

each neuron performs the following nonlinear transformation:

y = f(
∑
i

(wixi + b)), (2.1)

where xi represents the output of the i-th neuron in the previous layer,

wi represents the corresponding connection parameter, b represents a

bias parameter, f represents a nonlinear activation function. DNNs can

then be viewed as a complex nonlinear function g(x|θ) parameterised

by θ that contains parameters of all neurons.

To find the optimal θ (denoted as θ∗), DNNs are typically trained

by employing the gradient descent optimisation strategy. More specif-

ically, this training strategy involves iterative optimisation steps (until

convergence), each of which can be divided into the following four

phases:

1. Forward pass. Samples from the training set are fed into DNNs

and forward propagated through each layer, resulting in the final

output scores (e.g. class probabilities computed by the softmax

function for the classification problem).

2. Error measurement. The error between the output scores and the

ground truth (GT) (denoted as y) is computed by using an ob-

jective function L(g(x|θ), y) (e.g. the cross-entropy loss function

for the classification problem).

3. Backpropagation. We then compute the gradients of the ob-

jective function with respect to the parameters θ of DNNs, by

adopting the backpropagation algorithm [113]. Starting from

the output layer, backpropagation enables the gradients to be

propagated backwards to the input layer, which is achieved by

recursively applying the chain rule for derivatives.

4. Parameter update. Finally, each parameter is updated by taking
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steps in the negative direction of the corresponding computed

gradient, so as to minimise the error measured by the objective

function.

The gradient descent optimisation algorithm requires the use of all

training samples for computing gradients. However, if the training set

is too large, this algorithm will have prohibitively high computational

and memory complexity. In practice, DNNs are mostly trained by

employing stochastic gradient descent (SGD) or its variants, in which

a small number of training samples (termed mini-batch) are used to

approximately estimate the gradients over all training samples. The

parameters θ are then updated as follows:

θ ← θ − ηg, (2.2)

where η denotes the learning rate and g = 1
n

∑n
i ∇θL(g(xi|θ), yi) de-

notes the average gradients with respect to θ over a mini-batch. η is a

critical hyperparameter for the SGD optimisation and requires to be

tuned carefully. Also, rather than using a fixed η, one common practice

is to gradually reduce the initial η over the training process to improve

convergence performance.

To further accelerate the convergence rate, several extensions to the

SGD algorithm have been proposed. For instance, the momentum

method [102] and its variant Nesterov momentum [129] employ the ex-

ponential moving average of previously computed gradients to update

the parameters. These methods will encourage the update of parame-

ters if their previous gradients are of same direction, and will damp the

update if the gradients are of distinct directions (i.e. the oscillations

are reduced), which enables faster and more stable convergence. In ad-

dition, there are other methods that compute separate learning rates

adaptively for each parameter during the training process. The Ada-

Grad method [26] scales the individual learning rate of every parameter

by the square root of sum of squares (SRSS) of all the corresponding

historical gradients. As a result, all the learning rates are monoton-
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ically decreasing throughout the learning process, and the decreasing

speed is adaptively dependent on the gradient magnitude. One prob-

lem of AdaGrad is that the learning rates decrease too aggressively,

because of which the training process may stop too early. To solve this

problem, an extension of AdaGrad is proposed: the RMSProp algo-

rithm [136], which employs the exponential moving average of SRSS of

the gradients for scaling the learning rates.

Algorithm 2.1 The Adam algorithm [66]

Require: learning rate η
Require: exponential decay rates β1, β2 ∈ [0, 1)
Require: small constant to ensure numerical stability ε
Require: initial parameters θ
1: m← 0 . initialise 1st moment variable
2: v ← 0 . initialise 2nd moment variable
3: t← 0 . initialise time step
4: while θ not converged do
5: t← t+ 1
6: get a mini-batch of training samples
7: g ← 1

n

∑n
i ∇θL(g(xi|θ), yi) . compute gradients

8: m← β1m+ (1− β1)g . update 1st moment estimate
9: v ← β2v + (1− β2)g � g . update 2nd raw moment estimate
10: m̂← m/(1− βt1) . correct bias in 1st moment
11: v̂ ← v/(1− βt2) . correct bias in 2nd raw moment
12: θ ← θ − ηm̂/(

√
v̂ + ε) . update parameters

13: end while
14: return θ

Specifically for training the various DNNs proposed in this thesis, we

employ the Adam algorithm [66], which can be viewed as combining

the advantages of momentum and RMSProp. Adam computes the

adaptive learning rates for separate parameters from the exponentially

weighted estimates of the 1st moment (the mean) and the 2nd raw

moment (the uncentered variance) of the gradients. Algorithm 2.1

presents the pseudocode of the Adam algorithm.
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2.1.3. Modular layers for constructing DNNs

Various architectures of DNNs can be constructed by stacking differ-

ent categories of compositional layers in a modular fashion. In this

section, we introduce a number of such layers, based on which our pro-

posed network architectures for generative creativity in this thesis are

composed of.

Fully-connected layer

As already mentioned in the above section, a fully-connected layer

contains neurons that have connections to all neurons in the previous

layer. It thus can be seen as globally learning relatively higher-level

representations from combinations of every lower-level representation

learned in the preceding layer.

The fully-connected layer can be applied as a classifier that performs

final classification based on the extracted high-level features. However,

it is impractical to directly learn features from high-dimensional data

(e.g. images). This is because in such case the full connectivity re-

quires a large number of parameters to be optimised, which makes it

computationally expensive and tends to cause overfitting.

Activation layer

DNNs involve a nonlinear transformation of representations through

different levels. Such nonlinearity is introduced by the activation layer

(i.e. nonlinear activation function). There are several commonly used

activation functions, such as sigmoid, tanh, ReLU, Leaky-ReLU (L-

ReLU) [83], and Parametric-ReLU (P-ReLU) [47], whose definitions

and ranges are summarised in Table 2.1. In our proposed DNN archi-

tectures, sigmoid is used to produce probability output, while tanh is

employed for generating pixels (whose values are from -1 to 1). We also

apply ReLU and its variants as the activations in the hidden layers of

the networks.
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Table 2.1.: Commonly used nonlinear activation functions with their
definitions and ranges. Note the difference between L-ReLU
and P-ReLU: α in L-ReLU is a constant while ω in P-ReLU
is a learnable parameter.

Activation function Definition Range

Sigmoid σ(x) =
1

1 + e−x
(0, 1)

Tanh tanh(x) =
ex − e−x

ex + e−x
(−1, 1)

ReLU f(x) =

{
x, if x ≥ 0

0, otherwise
[0,∞)

L-ReLU f(x) =

{
x, if x ≥ 0

αx, otherwise
(−∞,∞)

P-ReLU f(x) =

{
x, if x ≥ 0

ωx, otherwise
(−∞,∞)

Convolutional layer

Convolutional neural networks (CNNs) [72, 73] are a class of neu-

ral networks specifically designed for processing data in the form of

arrays [71] (e.g. image data that can be viewed as two-dimensional

(2D) or three-dimensional (3D) arrays of pixels). Several deep CNN

architectures proposed in past few years (such as AlexNet [69], VG-

GNet [126], GoogLeNet [132] and ResNet [48]) have achieved spec-

tacular results on large-scale image recognition and object detection.

These deep CNNs have further inspired the design of many other DNN

architectures, which have obtained state-of-the-art results on various

challenging tasks (e.g. [80, 91, 144, 124]).

The core component of the CNN architectures is the convolutional

layer, which contains one or more groups of learnable parameters (termed

filters or kernels) that perform convolution on the input volume. Fig-

ure 2.2 illustrates the 2D convolution process in the convolutional layer.
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Specifically, the input volume is of size W × H × D, and the filter is

of size K × K × D. Note that the filter depth is always equal to the

input volume depth. This filter then convolves with the input volume

by moving along the width and height direction, resulting in a 2D out-

put map. Multiple filters can be applied with activation functions to

produce an output volume (i.e. feature maps), in which each entry is

computed by the following equation:

yi,j,l = f(
D−1∑
d=0

K−1∑
k=0

K−1∑
k=0

wk,k,d,l,xSi+k,Sj+k,d + bl), (2.3)

where i, j and l denote the position of the entry y, x denotes the

entries in the input volume, w and b denote the parameters of the

filter, S denotes stride that specifies the moving steps of the filter

when performing the convolution, f denotes the nonlinear activation

function. The depth of the output volume (denoted as D′) is equal to

the number of filters, while the weight and height (denoted as W ′ and

H ′) are determined by:

W ′ =
W + 2P −K

S
+ 1,

H ′ =
H + 2P −K

S
+ 1,

(2.4)

where P denotes the size of zero-padding, in which the input volume

is padded with border of zeros. Zero-padding can flexibly control the

size of the output volume, e.g. maintaining it same as that of the input

volume.

The key ideas behind the convolutional layer are local connectiv-

ity and parameter sharing, which respectively correspond to two prior

assumptions about the representations of image data. First, the rep-

resentations (especially low-level ones) tend to be local (e.g. edges in

an image are formed by few adjacent pixels). Local connectivity en-

forces the filters in the convolutional layer to be of small size and only

interact with local patches of images. Second, the representations are
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translationally invariant (e.g. a primitive shape may appear at different

positions of an image). The filters therefore preserve same parameters

to learn similar representations at all locations of images. These two

ideas enable the convolutional layer to extract better representations

with much fewer parameters (i.e. better generalisation), compared with

the fully-connected layer.

K
D

H

W P

D0

W 0

H 0

S

Figure 2.2.: Visualisation of 2D convolution process in the convolu-
tional layer. The filter (in grey) is of size K × K × D.
The input volume (in blue) is of size W × H × D, with
zero-padding of size P . The stride is of size S. Each entry
in the output volume (in pink) is determined by Equa-
tion 2.3. The output volume is of size W ′ × H ′ × D′,
which is computed by Equation 2.4.

Pooling layer

The pooling layer is another building block used extensively in many

CNN architectures. Specifically, one type of the pooling layer (includ-

ing max pooling, average pooling and l2-norm pooling) is typically used

to downsample the feature maps (produced by the convolutional layer)

spatially along its width and height direction. For instance, the (2D)

max pooling layer with window of size 2 and stride of size 2 will trans-

form the input volume of size W × H × D into the output volume of

size W/2 × H/2 × D, by progressively applying the max function on

the spatial 2 × 2 patches. This pooling process can be seen as enforcing

the learned features to be invariant to small shifts and distortions of
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the input [71, 40]. The downsampled feature maps also imply that the

number of required parameters is decreased, which helps reduce the

possibility of overfitting. It is worth noting that such downsampling

process can also be achieved by employing the convolutional layer with

stride [127, 105]. In this case, the downsampling function is learned by

the CNN (with more parameters), rather than being deterministic in

the non-parametric pooling layer.

Another commonly used pooling layer is the global average pool-

ing [76]. Given feature maps of size W × H × D, the global average

pooling averages over each of the feature maps, resulting in an out-

put of size 1 × 1 × D. It is typically used after the last convolutional

layer and before the fully-connected layer or the final output layer (e.g.

softmax for classification), as a structural regulariser to prevent overfit-

ting [76]. More importantly, the global average pooling enables CNNs

to process input images of varied sizes, as their extracted feature maps

(also of varied sizes in width and height) can always be transformed

into the output of same size.

Many CNN architectures are composed of multiple convolutional

layers, pooling layers and fully-connected layers. An example is the

VGG (VGG16) network [126], which is employed as the (pretrained)

feature extractor in Chapter 3 and Chapter 4. A detailed visualisa-

tion of the network architecture of VGG is presented in Figure A.1 in

Appendix A.

Transposed convolutional layer

Transforming representations in latent space back into image space

is an essential process for many image generation tasks. It typically

requires the use of multiple upsampling functions that map the lower-

dimensional input volume to the higher-dimensional output volume.

The transposed convolutional layer is one way to perform the upsam-

pling function, in which the transposed convolution [157] can be seen

as the backward pass of a forward convolution [80] (i.e. the process
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of computing gradients of convolution with respect to its input [27]).

A clearer view to understand this upsampling process is to consider

the transposed convolution as a forward convolution on the fraction-

ally strided input volume with zeros added [29], which is illustrated in

Figure 2.3.

The transposed convolutional layer together with the activation layer

enables the learning of nonlinear upsampling function. However, it

tends to produce the checkerboard-patterned artifacts in the generated

images [94], and thus requires careful tuning of the hyperparameters

to avoid such artifacts.

Upsampling layer

The nonlinear upsampling function can also be learned by employ-

ing an upsampling layer with a convolutional layer and an activation

layer. Specifically, the upsampling layer refers to non-parametric in-

terpolation methods that directly rescale input volume to be of higher

dimension. Commonly used interpolation methods include nearest-

neighbour interpolation and bilinear interpolation. The rescaled input

volume is then fed into the convolutional layer (normally with stride of

size 1 and zero-padding to preserve the dimension) with nonlinear acti-

vation. Such learned upsampling function tends to generate smoother

images without checkerborad artifacts [94], though it is at the expense

of higher computational cost (because the convolution is performed on

the input volume of larger size), compared with the one learned by the

transposed convolutional layer.

Recurrent layer

Recurrent neural networks (RNNs) are a class of neural networks spe-

cialised for processing sequential data. A RNN can be used as either an

encoding function to extract representations of a given sequential input

(e.g. as employed in Chapter 4 for learning text features), or a decoding

function to generate sequential data. RNNs have achieved impressive
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(a)

(b)

Figure 2.3.: Visualisation of a forward convolution (for downsampling)
and the corresponding transposed convolution (for upsam-
pling). (a) A convolution (with filter size of 3 × 3, stride
of size 2 × 2 and zero-padding of size 1) that downsamples
a 5 × 5 input to a 3 × 3 output. (b) A fractionally strided
convolution on the 1/2 strided input with zero-padding,
which is equivalent to the transpose of convolution in (a).
Images reproduced from [29].

successes in a variety of tasks, such as language modelling [89], machine

translation [130, 6], image captioning [63, 144], etc.

A RNN is composed of variable number of recurrent layers, each of

which is associated with a same type of cell that contains parameters

and performs operations to update hidden states. For example, each

recurrent layer with the basic RNN cell (Figure 2.4 (a)) takes as input a

concatenation of an element xt in the given sequential data at timestep

t (e.g. the t-th word in the given sentence) and the hidden state ht−1

from the previous recurrent layer. It then produces an updated hidden

state ht according to the follow equation:

ht = tanh(W [ht−1; xt] + b), (2.5)
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(b)

ht�1

ct�1

ft it gt

ot
ct

ht

Figure 2.4.: Visualisation of recurrent layers with (a) the basic RNN
cell, and (b) the LSTM cell. Images reproduced from [96].

where W and b are parameters that are shared across all recurrent

layers of different timesteps (i.e. a RNN repeatedly uses one recur-

rent layer). The produced hidden state ht can be seen as the learned

representations for the observed sequential data by timestep t.

Compared with feedforward neural networks (e.g. CNNs or fully-

connected networks), the most important advantage of RNNs is their

ability to model temporal dependencies in the sequential data. How-

ever, in practice, RNNs with the basic cell are unable to learn long-

term dependencies, due to the problem of gradient vanishing and ex-

ploding [10]. Long short-term memory (LSTM) cell [52, 37] addresses

this limitation by introducing an extra hidden state (termed memory

cell state), which enables the gradient to flow through all timesteps.

Specifically, as illustrated in Figure 2.4 (b), the memory cell state ct−1
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is controlled by three gates (with learnable parameters): 1) the forget

gate ft that decides the old information to be removed from memory,

and 2) the input gate it that decides the new input information (scaled

by gt) to be added into the memory, and 3) the output gate ot that

decides the information in the updated memory cell state ct to be out-

putted as new hidden state ht. The equations for computing forward

propagation of recurrent layer with the LSTM cell are given as follows:

ft = σ(Wf [ht−1; xt] + bf),

it = σ(Wi[ht−1; xt] + bi),

gt = tanh(Wg[ht−1; xt] + bg),

ot = σ(Wo[ht−1; xt] + bo),

ct = ft � ct−1 + it � gt,

ht = ot � tanh(ct),

(2.6)

where � denotes the element-wise multiplication, σ denotes the sig-

moid function.

Many variants of the introduced standard LSTM cell have been pro-

posed, e.g. LSTM with peephole connections [38] (in which the gates

also take the memory cell state into account for better learning “precise

timings” [38]) and gated recurrent unit [16] (GRU, a simplified LSTM

cell with low computational cost). For a comprehensive comparison

between the typical LSTM variants, please refer to [42].

Normalisation layer

Training DNNs via SGD algorithms suffers from the problem of “co-

variate shift” [58], in which distribution of inputs to one layer con-

stantly changes during the training course, due to the update of pa-

rameters of the preceding layers. This results in a much slower training

process, in which lower learning rate and better initialisation of param-

eters are required [58].

The normalisation layer reduces the covariate shift by normalis-
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(a) (b) (c)

Figure 2.5.: Different normalisation methods used in the normalisa-
tion layer. The input volume is defined by three axes: the
(mini-)batch axis (N), the channel axis (C) and the spatial
(height and width) axis (H, W). The same mean and vari-
ance is computed over the elements in blue for the normal-
isation. (a) Batch normalisation. (b) Layer normalisation.
(c) Instance normalisation. Images reproduced from [143].

ing the inputs by their mean and variance over a certain dimension

(which dimension depends on the specific normalisation method). Fig-

ure 2.5 illustrates three commonly used normalisation methods (in-

cluding batch normalisation [58], layer normalisation [5] and instance

normalisation [138]) on a batch of feature maps for 2D images. The

feature maps are integrated as one input volume, which is defined by

three axes: the (mini-)batch axis N, the channel axis C and the spatial

(height and width) axis (H, W). All the normalisation methods can be

formulated as follows [143]:

µi =
1

|Si|
∑
k∈Si

xk,

σ2
i =

1

|Si|
∑
k∈Si

(xk − µi)2,

x̂i =
xi − µi√
σ2
i + ε

,

yi = γx̂i + β,

(2.7)
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where i denotes the position of an entry in the input volume, Si denotes

a set of entries for computing the mean µi and variance σ2
i , ε denotes

a small constant to ensure numerical stability, γ and β are learnable

parameters that scale and shift the normalised entry for restoring the

representation capability of the network [58]. The main difference be-

tween the normalisation methods lies in the definition of Si: batch

normalisation is computed along (N, H, W), layer normalisation is

computed along (C, H, W) and instance normalisation is computed

along (H, W). In practice, the normalisation layer is typically applied

before the activation layer, resulting in a more stable distribution of

activations.

Batch normalisation has been demonstrated as a very effective method

to accelerate the training of various DNNs. It not only improves the

flow of gradient through a network, but also enables a much higher

learning rate and reduces the dependence on parameter initialisation.

In addition, it introduces extra noise into the training process (due

to the uncertainty involved in the mini-batch statistics), which regu-

larises the network and thus reduces the need of using dropout [128].

By contract, layer normalisation is commonly applied in RNNs, in

which batch normalisation cannot be effectively used due to the reuse

of parameters and variable length of sequential input. Batch normal-

isation is also not applicable if small batch size is required, in which

case instance normalisation becomes a good alternative.

2.2. Generative adversarial networks

(GANs)

Deep generative models refer to DNN-based approaches that learn to

approximate a data distribution in an unsupervised manner. Specifi-

cally in the context of image synthesis, given images sampled from an

empirical data distribution pdata as training data, a deep generative

model either explicitly learns an estimated distribution pmodel, or im-
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plicitly learn to sample images from pmodel, where pmodel ≈ pdata [39].

Currently, there are three most popular deep generative models for

image generation. Two of them are autoregressive models (e.g. Pixel-

RNN [97] and PixelCNN [98]) and variational autoencoder (VAE) [67,

111, 43], which learn an explicit pmodel respectively over pixels and

latent representations. By contrast, generative adversarial networks

(GANs) learn to draw samples from an implicitly-learned pmodel. GANs

tend to generate higher-quality images than those generated by other

approaches.

The original GAN framework, as demonstrated in Figure 2.6, is made

up of two networks: a generator G and a discriminator D. Specifically,

G takes as input a noise vector z sampled from a prior distribution pz(z)

(e.g. a Gaussian distribution), and generates a fake image x̂ = G(z).

x̂ can be seen as a sample from the learned generative distribution

pG. D discriminates between x̂ (as fake data) and x sampled from real

data distribution pdata(x) (as real data). The generator G attempts to

generate samples that resemble real data. G and D are thus trained

by playing the two-player minimax game in a competing manner, ac-

cording to the following objective function:

min
G

max
D
La(G,D) = Ex∼pdata(x)[logD(x)]

+ Ez∼pz(z)[log(1−D(G(z)))],
(2.8)

where La(G,D) denotes the adversarial loss for G and D, and D(x)

denotes a probability that x is real. Note that at early training stage,

when G only generates poor images, D tends to assign them low prob-

ability, which makes log(1−D(G(z))) saturate and unable to provide

sufficient gradient to update G [41]. A standard way in practice is to

maximize logD(G(z)) for better training G.

It has been theoretically shown that the minimax game will achieve

an equilibrium in which the generative distribution is identical to real

data distribution (pG = pdata) and D(x) outputs 0.5 for all x (i.e. the

discriminator cannot distinguish fake images from real ones), provided
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that the generator and discriminator have enough capacity [41].

z G D
x

x̂
La

Figure 2.6.: Schema of the original GAN framework. It consists of a
generator G (that takes as input noise vector z and out-
puts generated images x̂), and a discriminator D that dis-
tinguishes x̂ from real images x. G and D are trained
adversarially in a two-player minimax game, according to
Equation 2.8.

A major advantage of GANs is that the discriminator D can be seen

as defining a learnable loss that can be flexibly adapted to various tasks

and datasets, in which it would be difficult or impossible to explicitly

define one. Such adaptive loss enables GANs and their variants to be

applicable to solve many challenging image generation problems, as

presented in this thesis.

2.2.1. Architectures of GANs

Various extensions of the original GAN architecture have been pro-

posed for generating images of either higher resolution or conditional

constraints. In this section, we introduce several representative archi-

tectures that have been shown to perform well in practice.

LAPGAN

One way to generate higher-resolution images is to stack multiple

GANs to form a multi-stage generation process, in which images are

generated in a coarse-to-fine manner. LAPGAN [19] is one such ex-

ample that employs a cascade of GANs to generate images of high

resolution from those of low resolution. As illustrated in Figure 2.7,

LAPGAN consists of four stages of generation. At the first stage, a

generator G3 takes as input a noise vector z3 and generates x̂3 of low
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resolution (8 × 8). At the second stage, x̂3 is first upsampled to û2,

which is then fed into another generator G2 with a noise vector z2,

resulting in a difference image d̂2. û2 is added with d̂2 to create a

higher-resolution image x̂2 (of size 16 × 16). With another two similar

stages, LAPGAN generates the final output image x̂0 of size 64 × 64.

Note that the generator and the discriminator in each stage are trained

separately.

z3

G0

x̂3

G3 G2 G1

û2

z2

+

d̂2

x̂2 û1 + û0

z1 z0

x̂1 x̂0

d̂1 d̂0

+

8⇥ 8 16⇥ 16 32⇥ 32 64⇥ 64

Figure 2.7.: Schema of the LAPGAN architecture. It is able to gener-
ate higher-resolution images in a coarse-to-fine manner by
cascading multiple GANs.

LAPGAN is the first GAN model that is able to generate plausible 64

× 64 images. Other GAN frameworks that consist of multiple stacked

GANs include S2-GAN [141], StackGAN [159, 158], SGAN [55] and

AttnGAN [145].

DCGAN

DCGAN [105] is the first GAN architecture that is capable of gen-

erating images of high resolution by using a single generator. It has

affected the design of many different GAN architectures for various

tasks of image generation. Specifically, DCGAN is composed of a gen-

erator and a discriminator, both of which are made up of convolutional

layers with the following key architectural constraints and tricks [105].

1. Use the convolutional layer (with stride of 2) in the discriminator

and the transposed convolutional layer (on the 1/2 strided input
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with zero-padding) in the generator, rather than any pooling

layer.

2. Use the normalisation layer (with batch normalisation [58]) in the

generator (expect its last layer) and the discriminator (expect its

first layer).

3. Use the ReLU activation in the generator and the Leaky-ReLU

activation in the discriminator.

4. Remove hidden fully-connected layers.

5. Use the Adam [66] optimiser.

+� =
smiling woman neutral woman neutral man smiling man 

man with 
glasses

man without 
glasses

woman without 
glasses

woman with 
glasses

+� =

Figure 2.8.: Latent code arithmetic for visual concepts using DCGAN.
Simple arithmetic operations in latent space reflect seman-
tic correspondence in pixel space, which infers that dis-
tributed representation (i.e. compact features that are in-
dependently varied and not mutually exclusive) has been
successfully learned in an unsupervised fashion. Images
reproduced from [105].

These architectural constraints and tricks significantly stabilise the

training procedure of GANs in most settings, resulting in generated

images of high quality. In addition, DCGAN for the first time demon-

strates that the GAN architecture is able to learn relevant and useful

representations for generative modelling in an unsupervised manner, as

presented in Figure 2.8. Distinct underlying factors of variation (e.g.

male/female and with/without glasses) can be automatically captured

in each direction of latent feature space by the GAN architecture.
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PGGAN

PGGAN [64] enables the generation of images of unprecedented high

resolution (1024 × 1024). It learns to generate images in multiple

stages as similar to LAPGAN, but with a critical difference: only one

single GAN is used rather than the cascaded ones. PGGAN introduces

a training scheme, in which layers are progressively added to the net-

works along with the training process for generating images of increas-

ing resolutions, as demonstrated in Figure 2.9. The number of layers

in the generator G and the discriminator D synchronously grows, with

the newly added layers linearly faded in, which avoids sudden influence

on the already trained layers [64]. Such training methodology enables

PGGAN to first generate the underlying structure, and then add fine

details progressively, which stabilises and accelerates the training of

GANs dramatically.

Conditional GANs

The original GANs can be further extended to the conditional GANs,

in which the generator G and the discriminator D are conditioned on

additional constraints. In general, the conditional information can be

of different types, such as categorical labels, images and texts. Fig-

ure 2.10 (a) presents the architecture of the conditional GANs (first

proposed in [90]), where G and D take as input an extra conditional in-

formation c. The objective function of the conditional GANs is defined

as follows:

min
G

max
D
La(G,D) = E(x,c)∼pdata(x,c)[logD(x, c)]

+ Ez∼pz(z),c∼pdata(c)[log(1−D(G(z, c)))].
(2.9)

Compared with the original GANs, the conditional GANs are able

to provide direct control on the generated images according to the

imposed conditional constraints. Such control makes the GAN archi-

tecture suitable to be applied in a variety of more complicated im-
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Figure 2.9.: The training scheme of PGGAN. The initial image to be
generated is of size 4 × 4. Layers are then added syn-
chronously to both the generator G and the discriminator
D in a progressive fashion during the training process, re-
sulting in generated images of increasing resolution. All
the existing layers are trainable during the entire training
procedure. The final output images are of unprecedented
high resolution (1024 × 1024). Image from [64].

age generation tasks (e.g. generating images from class labels, texts,

images, etc.). In this thesis, our proposed approaches for image-to-

image generation can be seen as variants of the conditional GANs (i.e.

conditioning the original GANs on images). The relevant conditional

GAN-based methods for image-to-image generation will be reviewed

in detail in Section 2.3.

InfoGAN

A variant of the conditional GANs is InfoGAN [14], which is proposed

to learn useful representations in an unsupervised fashion. The key

idea is to decompose the noise vector of the original GANs into an

incompressible noise z and a “latent code” c (as an extra condition).

A regularisation term is further used to ensure that c is related to the
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generated images x̂ = G(z, c), i.e. the information in c is preserved

as much as possible by the generative function G. It has been shown

that InfoGAN successfully discovers and disentangles the underlying

factors of variation: the learned representations are interpretable and

semantically meaningful (e.g. the hair styles, emotions and poses of

the generated face images). Figure 2.10 (b) presents the schema of

InfoGAN architecture.

AC-GAN

AC-GAN [95] is another variant of the conditional GANs for generating

class-conditional images of high resolution. Specifically, it employs an

auxiliary classifier in the discriminator D, which not only distinguishes

between real and fake samples, but also performs classification on the

given images. This is a simple but effective extension, which stabilises

the training of GANs and produces sharp images of all 1000 classes of

the complicated ImageNet dataset [114]. The schema of the AC-GAN

architecture is presented in Figure 2.10 (c).

2.2.2. Training GANs

Training the original GANs in practice can be remarkably challeng-

ing and unstable. Empirically, there are three most common failures

occurred within the training process [18].

1. Non-convergence: the generator and the discriminator fail to

reach an equilibrium. Different samples can be generated along

with the training procedure, but their quality is not clearly im-

proved.

2. Mode collapse: the generator is only able to produce similar

samples given different inputs [116].

3. Quick convergence of the discriminator loss: the optimal discrim-

inator will be unable to provide sufficient gradient to update the

generator [4].

The unstable GAN training can be improved by either employing
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Figure 2.10.: Schema of the architecture of conditional GAN, InfoGAN
and AC-GAN. Among these three frameworks, all the
generators G similarly take as input an extra conditional
information c, while the discriminators D have different
structures and losses. (a) Conditional GANs. (b) Info-
GAN. (c) AC-GAN.

carefully designed architectures (e.g. DCGAN and PGGAN as intro-

duced previously), or using heuristic training tricks. Specifically, the

most commonly used training tricks are summarised as follows.

1. One-sided label smoothing [116], which replaces the target label

of real samples in the discriminator from 1 to 0.9. This can be

regarded as a regulariser to reduce confidence of the discrimi-

nator (in the correct class), which encourages it to give strong

gradients to update the generator. A similar idea is to add noise

to both real and fake samples, before they are fed into the dis-

criminator [133].

2. Experience replay [122], in which the discriminator is updated us-

ing previously generated samples stored in memory, rather than

the latest generated ones. This greatly improves the convergence
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of adversarial learning.

3. Mini-batch discrimination [116], in which the discriminator takes

as input an extra term of similarity between images in a same

mini-batch. The discriminator can then easily distinguish gener-

ated samples (if they share great similarities) from real samples,

which helps alleviate the mode collapse problem.

4. Historical averaging [116], in which each of the network parame-

ters is regularised by its corresponding historical average (main-

tained along with the training process). This trick helps address

the non-convergence problem.

Many other heuristic methods for improving GAN training can be

found in [15, 116, 88].

2.3. Conditional GANs for

image-to-image generation

Image-to-image generation refers to a broad category of image synthe-

sis problems, where a generated image is conditioned on a correspond-

ing input image. Compared with the ordinary unconditional image

synthesis, the image-to-image generation problem is generally more

challenging, due to the strong constraint imposed by the input images.

Furthermore, for many applications of image-to-image generation, one

input image could be corresponded to multiple reasonable images to

be generated, which requires the modelling of one-to-many mapping

(or multimodality).

The image-conditioned conditional GAN architecture [90] and its

variants have been successfully applied in many image-to-image genera-

tion tasks, most of which are to find a mapping function that translates

images from source domain into ones from target domain (i.e. image-

to-image translation [59]). These approaches can be further divided

into two categories: 1) supervised frameworks, where paired input and

output images (i.e. drawn from a joint distribution) are required, and
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2) unsupervised frameworks, where only unpaired images from two do-

mains (i.e. drawn from two marginal distributions) are given, resulting

in a more difficult image-to-image generation problem.

In this section, we first present several prominent conditional GAN-

based frameworks for image-to-image generation, in both supervised

and unsupervised settings. We then briefly introduce typical appli-

cations of image-to-image generation (using conditional GAN frame-

works) that exhibit generative creativity.

2.3.1. Supervised frameworks

PLDT

The first conditional GAN-based architecture proposed for supervised

image-to-image generation is the PLDT framework [153], which con-

sists of a generator G and two discriminators Dr and Dd. G is an

autoencoder network [51] that takes as input an image xs from source

domain and transfers it into target domain as x̂t. Dr discriminates be-

tween real and generated images via an adversarial real/fake loss Lr,
and thus enforces x̂t to be realistic. Dd refers to a domain discrimi-

nator, which takes as input a pair of source image and target image

(selected from generated image x̂t, ground truth paired image xt and

irrelevant image x̄t), and determines whether the images are associ-

ated via an adversarial domain loss Ld. Dd therefore ensures x̂t to be

related to xs. The schema of the PLDT framework is demonstrated in

Figure 2.11. The limitations of PLDT include 1) the generated images

are of relatively low quality, and 2) the training process is complicated

due to the use of two discriminators, and 3) it is unable to generate

diverse results given one input image.

Pix2Pix

Pix2Pix [59] is a simple but effective conditional GAN framework for

supervised image-to-image generation. The schema of Pix2Pix is pre-
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Figure 2.11.: Schema of the PLDT architecture. It is composed by
a generator G, a real/fake discriminator Dr and a do-
main discriminator Dd. The corresponding two adversar-
ial losses Lr and Ld respectively ensures the generated
image x̂t to be realistic and related to the input source
image xs.

G
(xs, xt)

xs
x̂t (xs, x̂t)

D La

Lr

Figure 2.12.: Schema of the Pix2Pix architecture. It consists of one
generator G and one discriminator D, with an adversarial
loss La and a regression loss Lr (l1-norm).

sented in Figure 2.12. Compared with PLDT, Pix2Pix has four major

differences. First, the U-Net architecture [112] (i.e. an autoencoder

with skip connections between corresponding layers in encoder and de-

coder) is adopted in the generator G, which allows low-level informa-

tion to be shared throughout the network. Second, only one discrimi-

nator D is employed to distinguish real source-target image pairs (xs,

xt) from pairs of real source image and generated target image (xs, x̂t).

Third, G is constrained by an additional regression loss Lr (l1-norm),

such that x̂t is close to xs in pixel space. Last, the final output of

D is computed by averaging scores of local 70 × 70 patches across

the input 256 × 256 images (i.e. the PatchGAN method [75, 59]),
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which contributes to generating sharper results. One limitation of

Pix2Pix is that it is still unable to produce stochastic outputs, even

with dropout [128] applied in G.

BicycleGAN

The BicycleGAN framework [163] is proposed to learn many-to-many

mappings for supervised image-to-image generation tasks. Given one

input source image xs, the trained generator G∗ is able to generate

diverse results by sampling different latent vectors z as input: x̂t =

G∗(xs, z). In order to prevent G from ignoring z, an explicit encoder

E (mapping x̂t back to a latent vector ẑ) is jointly trained to preserve

the correspondence between different z and x̂t. Also, E is employed

to directly encode the ground truth target image xt into a more useful

and relevant ẑ. Specifically, BicycleGAN learns such mappings between

the target and latent space in two directions (xt → z → x̂t and z →
x̂t → ẑ), each of which is achieved by employing a specific architecture

as shown in Figure 2.13. BicycleGAN is therefore a hybrid model

that combines both approaches. Despite the complex training process,

BicycleGAN is capable of generating more realistic and diverse results

than Pix2Pix.

2.3.2. Unsupervised frameworks

DTN

The DTN framework [134] attempts to address the unsupervised image-

to-image generation problem by employing an explicit encoder E pre-

trained on images from source domain. As presented in Figure 2.14,

DTN consists of a generator G, a discriminator D and the pretrained

encoder E. Specifically, E takes as input either a source image xs or

a target image xt, and outputs the corresponding latent codes ẑs or

ẑt. G then generates either a translated image x̂t (from ẑs) or a recon-

structed image x̃t (from ẑt). Three loss functions are used in DTN: 1)
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Figure 2.13.: Schema of the BicycleGAN architecture. (a) The frame-
work for learning xt → z → x̂t, with an adversarial loss
La, a pixel-wise reconstruction loss Lr and a prior loss
Lp. (b) The framework for learning z → x̂t → ẑ, with
an adversarial loss La and a reconstruction loss Lr in la-
tent space. BicycleGAN is a hybrid model that combines
both of the frameworks, which encourages the connection
between the target and latent space in two directions, in
order to achieve diverse and realistic results for super-
vised image-to-image generation tasks.

an adversarial loss La imposed by D, which encourages both x̂t and x̃t

to be indistinguishable from real target images, and 2) a feature-wise

constancy loss Lc, which enforces x̂t to preserve high-level features (e.g.

complex shapes) of xs, and 3) a pixel-wise identity loss Li, which en-

courages G to maintain the low-level features (e.g. colors and textures)

of the input image. DTN is able to yield appealing images, but it has

two limitations: 1) it handles the source and target domain differently,

so that the translation can only be performed in one direction, and 2)

it cannot produce diverse results for one input image.
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Figure 2.14.: Schema of the DTN architecture. It is made up of a
(pretrained) encoder E, a generator G and a discrimina-
tor D, with an adversarial loss La, a (feature-wise) con-
stancy loss Lc (l2-norm) and a (pixel-wise) identity loss
Li (l2-norm).

UNIT

The UNIT framework [78] for unsupervised image-to-image generation

is based on a shared latent space assumption, which is used in CoGAN

framework [79] for learning a joint distribution of images from different

domains. Specifically, the assumption states that a pair of images from

source and target domain (xs, xt) can be mapped into a same latent

variable z in a shared latent space [79, 78]. Therefore, there exist

encoding functions (E∗s and E∗t ) and generating functions (G∗s and G∗t ),

such that z = E∗s (xs) = E∗t (xt), xs = G∗s(z) and xt = G∗t (z). The image-

to-image generation can then be performed by xs = G∗s(E
∗
t (xt)) and

xt = G∗t (E
∗
s (xs)).

The UNIT framework is made up of two generators Gs and Gt, two

encoders Es and Et and two discriminators Ds and Dt, all of which

are trained jointly. Figure 2.15 presents the schema of UNIT. For

brevity, we only show the training process for one direction of genera-

tion xs → x̂t (the opposite direction follows similarly). Four different

loss functions are employed in UNIT: 1) a prior loss Lp, which enforces

the distribution of z to be close to a prior distribution that allows easy
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sampling, and 2) an adversarial loss La, which encourages x̂t to re-

semble real images in target domain, and 3) a reconstruction loss Lr,
which ensures xs can be reconstructed via Gs(Es(xs)), and 4) a cycle-

consistency loss Lc, which imposes a cycle-consistency constraint, i.e.

xs can be further reconstructed by Gs(Et(Gt(Es(xs)))). UNIT further

employs a weight-sharing constraint, in which parameters of last few

layers of Es and Et (for extracting high-level features) are shared, and

parameters of first few layers of Gs and Gt (for decoding high-level

features) are shared, as a practical way to implement the shared latent

space assumption. The UNIT framework is able to produce images of

high quality, but it is difficult to train and unable to produce diverse

results.

xt

x̂t

x̃s

x̂s

Esxs

z

Gs

Gt
Dt

Et

Lp

La

Lc
Lr

Figure 2.15.: Schema of the UNIT architecture. Only one direction
of generation (xs → x̂t) is presented for brevity. It con-
sists of two generators Gs and Gt, two encoders Es and
Et and two discriminators Ds (not shown) and Dt, with
a prior loss Lp, an adversarial loss La, a reconstruction
loss Lr and a cycle-consistency loss Lc. A weight-sharing
constraint is used in high-level layers of the encoders and
the generators (indicated by the dashed lines).

CycleGAN

The CycleGAN framework [162, 65, 152] can be regarded as a simplified

version of the UNIT framework (without the shared latent space as-
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Figure 2.16.: Schema of the CycleGAN architecture. It is composed
by two generators (Gs and Gt) and two discriminators
(Ds and Dt), with an adversarial loss La and a cycle-
consistency loss Lc. All the networks are trained jointly.

sumption). As demonstrated in Figure 2.16, CycleGAN consists of two

generators (Gs and Gt) and two discriminators (Ds and Dt), without

the use of any explicit encoders. All the networks are trained simul-

taneously, which enables the generation of two directions (x̂t = Gt(xs)

and x̂s = Gs(xt)), given a source image xs and a target image xt. An

adversarial loss La (imposed by Ds and Dt) is used to ensure that x̂t

(and x̂s) are indistinguishable from real target images (and real source

images). A cycle-consistency loss Lc is further applied to reduce the

possible space of the generative functions, which enforces the generated

images to be relevant to the input images. It is implemented by min-

imising the l1 distance between the input image and the reconstructed

image, such that xs ≈ x̃s = Gs(Gt(xs)) and xt ≈ x̃t = Gt(Gs(xt)).

Despite its simplicity, the CycleGAN framework is an effective ap-

proach to generating compelling images for various tasks of unsuper-

vised image-to-image generation. However, similar to UNIT, Cycle-
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GAN is also unable to produce diverse results.
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Figure 2.17.: Schema of the StarGAN architecture. It is proposed for
multi-domain unsupervised image-to-image generation.
It consists of one generator G and one discriminator D,
with an adversarial loss La, a domain classification loss
Lc (similar to AC-GAN [95]) and a reconstruction loss Lr
(similar to CycleGAN [162, 65, 152], but using the same
generator).

StarGAN

The aforementioned frameworks are limited in scalability in multi-

domain image-to-image generation tasks, in that two generators are

required for each pair of image domains. The StarGAN framework [17]

addresses this limitation: it is capable of performing unsupervised

image-to-image generation for multiple domains using one single gen-

erator. Figure 2.17 presents the schema of the StarGAN architec-

ture, which only consists of one generator G and one discriminator

D. Specifically, G takes as input an image xs (from one of the source

domains) and a domain label ct (for one of the target domains), and

generates an image x̂t of the target domain. D learns to both distin-

guish real images xt from x̂t via the adversarial loss La, and classify

the input image to its corresponding correct class of domain via the

domain classification loss Lc (similar to AC-GAN [95]). To further

ensure x̂t is related to xs, a reconstruction loss Lr is applied, which

minimises the l1 distance between xs and x̂s = G(G(xs, ct), cs). It is
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worth mentioning that the same generator G is used in this reconstruc-

tion process, unlike CycleGAN. StarGAN is not only scalable, but also

able to generate images of high quality.

2.3.3. Typical applications of image-to-image

generative creativity

Conditional GAN based architectures have been applied for various

image-to-image generation tasks and have achieved impressive results.

Here we briefly introduce some of the most popular ones that exhibit

enrichment creativity, transformative creativity or combinatorial cre-

ativity.

Enrichment creativity

Image-to-image generation applications that demonstrate enrichment

creativity involve the synthesis of images by adding new representa-

tions to input images, while maintaining most representations of them.

Conditional GAN based frameworks have been applied in the following

tasks.

• Image inpainting [99, 147, 151, 57], in which the input images

have missing regions to be filled in, resulting in the completed

output images (Figure 2.18 (a)).

• Image super resolution [74, 146, 133], which refers to the genera-

tion of high-resolution images from their low-resolution counter-

parts (Figure 2.18 (b)).

• Sketch-to-photo synthesis [117, 152, 59], in which the input im-

ages are sketches and the generated images are realistic photos

(Figure 2.18 (c)).

• Image colorization [59, 12], in which the input grayscale images

are to be transformed into the generated colour images (Fig-

ure 2.18 (d)).
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(a) (b)

(c) (d)

Figure 2.18.: Examples of image-to-image generation tasks that ex-
hibit enrichment creativity. Conditional GAN frame-
works have been applied in these tasks. In each sub-
plot, input images are on the left and generated images
are on the right. (a) Image inpainting. (b) Image super
resolution. (c) Sketch-to-photo synthesis. (d) Image col-
orization. Images reproduced from [99, 57, 74, 117, 59].

Transformative creativity

Transformative creativity can be demonstrated in image-to-image gen-

eration tasks, where representations of input images are partially trans-

formed into other ones. The generated images are still strongly related
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to the input images. Conditional GAN architectures have been em-

ployed in such tasks as follows.

• Facial attribute and expression transfer [101, 3, 121, 65, 78, 17],

which involves transforming the attributes (e.g. age, gender, hair

colour, skin colour, etc.) or the expressions (e.g. angry, happy,

fearful, sad, etc.) of a given facial image into another one (Fig-

ure 2.19 (a)).

• User-guided image manipulation [161, 11], in which the input

images are edited according to the constraints (e.g. colour, shape,

etc.) imposed by users (Figure 2.19 (b)).

• Other various image-to-image translation tasks [59, 162, 78, 163,

56], such as season transfer (e.g. from winter to summer), object

transfiguration (e.g. from apple to orange) and daylight transfer

(e.g. from night to day) (Figure 2.19 (c)).

Combinatorial creativity

Combinatorial creativity in the context of image-to-image generation

refers to the combination of salient features of an input image and

other images, resulting in generated images of high-level creativity.

There are fewer applications that can exhibit combinatorial creativ-

ity, compared with enrichment creativity and transformative creativ-

ity. One good example is image style transfer [30, 50], in which a novel

image can be synthesised by combining semantic content of a given

input image with style of another image. A variety of CNN based ap-

proaches [36, 62, 137, 28, 54] for this task (termed neural style transfer)

have been proposed in recent years. The conditional GAN architec-

ture has also been applied in this task and has obtained compelling

results [75] (Figure 2.20). For a more comprehensive review of neural

style transfer, please refer to [61].
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(a) (b)

(c)

Figure 2.19.: Examples of image-to-image generation tasks that exhibit
transformative creativity. Conditional GAN frameworks
have been applied in these tasks. In each subplot, in-
put images are on the left and generated images are on
the right. (a) Facial attribute and expression transfer.
(b) User-guided image manipulation. (c) Various im-
age translation tasks, including season transfer, object
transfiguration and daylight transfer. Images reproduced
from [17, 161, 162, 163].
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Content image Style image Result

Figure 2.20.: Neural style transfer as an example of image-to-image
generation tasks that exhibit combinatorial creativity.
Conditional GAN frameworks have been applied in this
task. Image from [75].
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3. Learning to Achieve

Enrichment Creativity

3.1. Motivation

In the context of image-to-image generation, a straightforward way to

produce a novel and useful output image is to inject task-specific rep-

resentations (e.g. colour representations for image colorization [160])

directly into an input image. This process of generation demonstrates

enrichment creativity, because the generated image can be seen as a

result of enriching details of the original image while maintaining the

main underlying structure of it, in a novel manner.

In this chapter, we study how deep conditional adversarial networks

can learn to achieve enrichment creativity from challenging image-to-

image generation tasks. Specifically, we propose EnrichGAN, a novel

conditional generative adversarial network (GAN) based architecture

for fast compressed sensing magnetic resonance imaging (CS-MRI) re-

construction, which is a challenging application that exhibits enrich-

ment creativity. Magnetic resonance imaging (MRI) is a widely used

modality of medical imaging for many clinical applications. The pro-

cess of MRI acquisition is inherently slow. CS-MRI enables fast ac-

quisition, which is of great importance in easing patient’s burden and

reducing cost of scanning. Our proposed approach is to address a main

challenge of CS-MRI, which is the generation of high-quality images

from low-quality ones that are reconstructed from the highly under-

sampled data in the spatial frequency domain (k -space). Figure 3.1

demonstrates an example of CS-MRI reconstruction.
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Ground Truth Image Reconstructed ImageUndersampled Image

Figure 3.1.: An example of CS-MRI reconstruction that demonstrates
enrichment creativity. (top left) The ground truth im-
age. (top middle) The undersampled (20% remaining in k -
space) image. (top right) The reconstructed image by our
model taking as input the undersampled image. (bottom)
Visualisation of details of the corresponding images. Our
reconstructed image enriches the details to match those of
the ground truth image.

The reasons why we focus on CS-MRI as an application of enrich-

ment creativity are twofold. First, deep learning based CS-MRI recon-

struction essentially can be viewed as an image-to-image generation

problem that involves enrichment of missing details, which is anal-

ogous to image super resolution [62, 74]. Such tasks are inherently

ideal examples to show enrichment creativity. Compared with image

super resolution that is mainly focused on natural images, CS-MRI

reconstruction is for critical medical images only, which makes it a

more challenging generation task due to limited searching space (for

matching the unique and crucial ground truth image) as well as the
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requirement of reconstructing fine local details. Second, in general,

evaluating the performance of models of generative creativity is always

a challenging problem. CS-MRI reconstruction focuses more on the ef-

fectiveness of the generated results than the originality, which in turn

makes the evaluation process much easier. This enables us to make

fair and straightforward comparison between our proposed approaches

and other methods.

The rest of this chapter is organised as follows. We first briefly

introduce the general background and related work of CS-MRI recon-

struction in Section 3.2. We then formulate the problem in Section 3.3.

After that, we describe in detail our proposed methods in Section 3.4.

Finally, we present and discuss the results of comprehensive experi-

ments in Section 3.5, and conclude our work in Section 3.6.

3.2. Background

MRI is a widely-applied medical imaging technique. It measures the

anatomical and functional information of tissue in a non-invasive fash-

ion. One major disadvantage of MRI is the slow process of data ac-

quisition. MRI data is collected in k -space, where spatial-frequency

information is obtained sequentially line-by-line, and constructing a

high-quality MRI image typically requires 64 to 512 lines of data. Such

slow acquisition process not only gives rise to serious artefacts because

of the movement and physiological motion of patients (e.g. cardiac pul-

sation and respiratory excursion), but also raises the scanning cost and

degrades the comfort and compliance of patients [53]. In addition, in

the case of applying contrast media injection, the prolonged acquisi-

tion process leads to contrast washout, which severely impairs image

quality.

Conventionally, for the prescribed spatial resolution of MRI images,

the required raw data in k -space is determined by the Nyquist-Shannon

sampling criteria [93]. A possible way of accelerating the acquisition

process is to undersample k -space data. CS-MRI is an approach that
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enables fast acquisition with aggressive undersampling scheme that can

break the Nyquist-Shannon sampling barrier. In theory, CS-MRI can

reconstruct MRI images without deterioration of quality, by employ-

ing nonlinear optimisation algorithms on compressible and randomly

undersampled raw data. There have been extensive works of CS-MRI

research, mainly focusing on three directions: 1) to find random under-

sampling schemes, 2) to learn sparse representations, and 3) to develop

nonlinear optimisation algorithms for image reconstruction. These di-

rections correspond to the three requirements of a successful applica-

tion of CS [82]. For more comprehensive reviews of classic CS-MRI

methods, please refer to [82, 60].

In this work, we mainly focus on the nonlinear reconstruction algo-

rithm for CS-MRI with the use of deep generative networks. There are

several studies proposed recently on deep neural networks based CS-

MRI reconstruction. Wang et al. [140] proposed a convolutional neural

network (CNN) based CS-MRI reconstruction, where a trained CNN

network was 1) integrated into the CS-MRI as an extra regularisation

term, or 2) applied to generate a reconstruction image to initialise

the ordinary CS-MRI method, resulting in a two-stage reconstruction

process. Yang et al. [150] introduced ADMM-Net, a learnable deep

architecture defined over a data flow graph for iterative procedures

of alternating direction method of multipliers (ADMM) to optimise

CS-MRI models. Schlemper et al. [120] proposed a cascade CNN ar-

chitecture for MRI reconstruction. Hammernik et al. [46] introduced a

deep variational network to learn a reconstruction procedure for MRI

data.

Different from these previous works, we consider CS-MRI recon-

struction as a task of enriching local structures and details, and pro-

pose a conditional GAN based approach to resolve this problem. We

design a novel objective function and an enrichment learning process

to achieve better reconstructed details, which leads to superior recon-

struction results. Furthermore, unlike the aforementioned works that

involve time-consuming iterative optimisations, our proposed method
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performs a single feed-forward computation for reconstruction of each

image at inference stage, which dramatically reduces the processing

time to a few milliseconds and thus enables real-time applications.

3.3. Problem formulation

3.3.1. Forward and inverse model

The general forward model of image reconstruction can be approxi-

mated as a linear system [44]:

y = Fux + ε, (3.1)

where x ∈ CN represents a complex-valued image (of
√
N ×

√
N pix-

els and formatted as a column vector) to be reconstructed, y ∈ CM

denotes the (degraded) observation vector, Fu ∈ CM×N represents a

linear operator Fu : CN 7→ CM that defines the forward model for the

observation, and ε denotes the additive noise. In the case of CS-MRI

reconstruction, Fu is the undersampled Fourier operator in k -space.

The inverse model for reconstructing an estimate of x is typically

ill-posed [44], in that the problem is usually underdetermined with

M � N . Moreover, the inverse problem could be unstable because of

the numerically ill-conditioned operator Fu and the noise ε.

3.3.2. General CS-MRI reconstruction model

To address the ill-posed inverse problem of CS-MRI reconstruction, a-

priori knowledge of x should be utilised, which formulates the following

optimisation problem:

min
x

1

2
||Fux− y||22 + λR(x), (3.2)

where 1
2
||Fux − y||22 represents the term of observation fidelity, and

λ denotes a regularisation parameter of the regularisation term R(x)
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that usually employs l0-norm or l1-norm in the sparsifying transform

domain of x as a sparse prior [82].

3.3.3. Deep neural networks based CS-MRI model

Instead of using the regularisation term R(x), deep neural network

based CS-MRI model employs a new regularisation term that enforces

x to approximate the reconstruction image generated by a deep gener-

ative model, which formulates an optimisation problem as follows [140,

120]:

min
x,θ

1

2
||Fux− y||22 + ζ||x− g(xu; θ)||22, (3.3)

where g(xu; θ) denotes the deep neural networks based generating func-

tion parameterised by θ, xu represents the reconstruction image from

zero-filled undersampled k-space measurements, and ζ is the regular-

isation parameter. The generative networks can be either pretrained,

or trained simultaneously within the entire optimisation process, given

input image pairs of the undersampled reconstruction xu and target

ground truth image xt.

One limitation of the optimisation problem in Equation 3.3 is that

the reconstruction process of the generating function g does not take

the a-priori knowledge of the data in k -space into account, as it op-

erates in the image domain only [120]. The inclusion of data fidelity

should (presumably) be able to improve the performance of the gen-

erative model. In addition, to solve this optimisation problem, either

iterative optimisation for xu (e.g. [140]) or cascaded neural networks

(e.g. [120]) is required, resulting in a time-consuming optimising pro-

cess. To address the limitations, we propose to employ one single deep

generative network trained with the information of data fidelity for

CS-MRI reconstruction, which can be formulated as follows:

min
θ

E(xt,xu)∼p<t,u>(xt,xu)[L(xt, g(xu; θ); θ)], (3.4)

where L denotes the objective function containing multiple loss com-
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ponents such as data fidelity term in sparsifying transform domain and

reconstruction term in image domain (detailed in the next section), xu

and xt are paired undersampled and fully-sampled (ground truth) re-

construction of MRI images sampled from the joint data distribution

p<t,u>(xt, xu). This optimisation problem can be seen as enriching the

local structures and details of xu to match xt in a data-driven manner.

The trained generative network g∗(xu; θ
∗) will be capable of creating

a high-quality reconstruction via an efficient feed-forward inference,

given one undersampled reconstruction of a MRI image.

MRI data encodes both magnitude and phase information in the

format of complex number. There are two common strategies to deal

with such complex number for deep neural networks. One strategy is to

directly leverage the real and imaginary data as two separate channels

for the input image xu, i.e. CN is replaced as R2N [120]. Another

strategy is to employ magnitude only, following a standard assumption

that many acquisition sequence involves negligibly small phase [31]. In

our work, we adopt the latter strategy to avoid extra computational

burden.

3.4. Method

We leverage the idea of enrichment creativity and propose Enrich-

GAN, an image-conditioned conditional GAN architecture for resolv-

ing the CS-MRI reconstruction problem formulated in Equation 3.4.

Figure 3.2 presents the overall architecture of EnrichGAN. It consists

of a generator G as the generating function g in Equation 3.4, a dis-

criminator D, and a pretrained feature extractor network F . G, D

and F are built on multiple convonlutional layers. The generator G

takes as input a zero-filling undersampled reconstruction of MRI im-

age xu, learns to enrich local details and structures, and generates a

high-quality detail-enriched reconstructed image x̂u. In the following

sections, we first introduce the proposed novel objective function that

is made up of four designated loss functions (an adversarial loss La,
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a pixel-wise image domain loss Li, a frequency domain loss Lf and

a perceptual loss Lp), which enables our model to generate superior

results. We then describe the proposed enrichment learning process

and the designed network architecture.

xu G(xu) x̂u

xt yt

ŷuG F

F

F (x̂u)

F (xt)

FFT

FFT

D

Enrichment Connection

+

La LpLf

Li

Figure 3.2.: Schema of our proposed EnrichGAN architecture for CS-
MRI reconstruction. It is composed of a generator G, a
discriminator D, and a feature extractor F , all built on
CNN. The objective function consists of four losses, in-
cluding an adversarial loss La, a pixel-wise image domain
loss Li, a frequency domain loss Lf and a perceptual loss
Lp. Our approach also employs an enrichment learning
process with the use of the enrichment connection.

3.4.1. Objective function

Adversarial loss

We first employ an adversarial loss [41] La as follows:

La(G,D) = Ext∼pt(xt)[logD(xt)] + Exu∼pu(xu)[log(1−D(G(xu)))],

(3.5)

where the discriminator D learns to distinguish between the fully-

sampled reconstruction of MRI images xt (sampled from the distri-
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bution pt(xt)) and the generated ones from the generator G, while G is

trained to generate indistinguishable results from xt. The input to G

is the undersampled reconstruction of MRI images xu (sampled from

the distribution pu(xu)) as a condition of GAN. Unlike other proposed

losses, La does not require xu and xt to be paired. The aim of applying

La is to make the conditional generative distribution pG(x̂u|xu) match

the empirical distribution pt(xt) via the enrichment of local structures

and details on xu.

Pixel-wise image domain loss

Applying the adversarial loss La alone, however, cannot guarantee that

the generated image x̂u = G(xu) shares any similarities with the input

image xu (i.e. the input image would be ignored by G). This is because

G could simply map the input xu to any random samples from pt(xt),

when the network capability is large enough. This problem still exists

even when the discriminator D is given paired data of input images

and ground truth images, as reported in [59]. To address this problem,

we further utilise a pixel-wise image domain loss Li to restrict the

searching space of G:

Li(G) = E(xt,xu)∼p<t,u>(xt,xu)[
‖xt −G(xu)‖2

‖xt‖2

], (3.6)

in which the paired xt and xu are sampled from a joint distribution

p<t,u>(xt, xu). In this work, we employ normalised (root) mean square

error (NMSE) in Li, which is a commonly-used measurement of CS-

MRI reconstruction performance defined on pixel-wise image differ-

ence [150]. The use of Li (together with La) will enforce G to not only

generate indistinguishable images from real ones, but also to generate

reconstruction images that resemble the ground truth images, which is

a necessary condition of realising enrichment creativity.
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Frequency domain loss

As mentioned in Section 3.3.3, the information of data fidelity is in-

corporated in our proposed EnrichGAN to train the generator G, by

using a frequency domain loss denoted as Lf , which can be seen as

follows:

Lf (G) = E(xt,xu)∼p<t,u>(xt,xu)[
1

N
‖yt − ŷu‖2

2],

yt = FFT (xt),

ŷu = FFT (G(xu)),

(3.7)

where FFT represents the two-dimensional (2D) Fourier transform,

yt and ŷu represent the corresponding frequency domain data of xt

and G(xu), N is the dimension of yt and ŷu. Lf provides G with

an updating signal of maintaining data fidelity, which will enable G

to generate not only similar images to xt (as an additional constraint

similar to what Li imposes), but also smooth and coherent details,

resulting in better MRI reconstruction.

Perceptual loss

Previous works [62, 25, 74] have shown that optimising loss defined

by differences between high-level representations extracted from pre-

trained CNN will make the reconstructed images more visually con-

vincing. In addition, during the training process, it provides a more

robust measurement of similarity between images, than using the loss

defined by pixel-wise differences. In this work, we also adopt this idea

of perceptual similarity and propose to use a perceptual loss Lp defined

as below:

Lp(G) = E(xt,xu)∼p<t,u>(xt,xu)[
1

M
‖F (xt)− F (G(xu))‖2

2], (3.8)

where F represents the feature extractor, and M is the dimension of

the extracted feature maps. By utilising Lp, the generator G is able
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to enrich finer and clearer local structural details of MRI images based

on xu.

Full objective

The full objective of our proposed EnrichGAN architecture is:

min
G

max
D
L(G,D) = La(G,D) + αLi(G) + βLf (G) + γLp(G), (3.9)

where α, β and γ are used to control the relative strength of Li, Lf
and Lp, respectively.

3.4.2. Enrichment learning

In order to further enforce the generator G to only generate the missing

details based on the input undersampled reconstructed image xu, we

propose a method of enrichment learning by introducing an enrichment

connection, which can be seen from Figure 3.2. Specifically, instead of

employing the original x̂u = G(xu), we define x̂u as:

x̂u = G(xu) + xu. (3.10)

Enrichment learning dramatically reduces the complexity of the model

required for the MRI reconstruction, because generating the missing

structural details only is much easier than generating an entire output

reconstructed image. Furthermore, the proposed enrichment learning

will contribute to stabilising the training process of conditional GAN

architecture as well as yielding fast convergence to a large degree. Es-

sentially, the proposed process of enrichment learning demonstrates

enrichment creativity.

3.4.3. Network architecture

We briefly describe the network architecture of our proposed Enrich-

GAN in this section. A more detailed visualisation of the architecture
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can be seen in Figure B.1 in Appendix B.

The generator G

For the CS-MRI reconstruction problem, the input image and the out-

put image share a great deal of similarity in the underlying structure,

but differ in local details and structures to be enriched. It would be

advantageous to propagate different levels of representation of the in-

put image across the generator G for achieving superior enrichment of

details.

To this end, we adopt an encoder-decoder based U-Net architec-

ture [112] for the generator G [59]. The encoder is composed of eight

convolutional layers, and a layer of batch normalisation [58] and leaky-

ReLU [83] is applied after each convolution (except the first and last

one). The decoder consists of eight transposed convolutional layers,

and each is followed by a layer of batch normalisation and ReLU. Skip

connections are applied to the corresponding layers of the encoder and

the decoder, such that the decoder is able to receive information of

different levels of input image features.

The discriminator D

The discriminator D is composed by eleven convolutional layers, and

each of them is followed by a layer of batch normalisation and leaky-

ReLU (except the first layer).

The feature extractor F

We employ the VGG (VGG16) network [126] pretrained on ImageNet [114]

as the feature extractor F . The feature maps are extracted by the

conv4 layer of the VGG network.
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3.5. Experiments

3.5.1. Experimental settings

EnrichGAN and variants

In order to evaluate the effectiveness of different loss components in the

proposed objective function and the process of enrichment learning, we

compared variants of EnrichGAN in our experiments as follows:

1. Pixel-GAN (PG): the method with the pixel-wise image domain

loss Li and the adversarial loss La;
2. Pixel-Perceptual-GAN (PPG): PG with the perceptual loss Lp;
3. Pixel-Perceptual-GAN-Enrichment (PPGE): PPG with enrich-

ment learning;

4. Pixel-Frequency-Perceptual-GAN-Enrichment (PFPGE): PPGE

with the frequency domain loss Lf , which is our full model (i.e.

EnrichGAN).

Comparison methods

We compared the proposed EnrichGAN and its variants with several

representative approaches of CS-MRI reconstruction, including con-

ventional methods (TV [81], SIDWT [8] and RecPF [149]) and state-

of-the-art methods (DLMRI [107], PBDW [103], PANO [104], Noise-

let [100], BM3D [32] and DeepADMM [150]). For a fair comparison,

all methods employed baseline zero-filling (ZF) undersampled recon-

struction as initial input.

Evaluation metrics

For quantitative evaluation, we report NMSE, peak signal-to-noise ra-

tio (PSNR in dB) and structural similarity index (SSIM) [142], which

are commonly used metrics for measuring the quality of CS-MRI re-

construction. Given a fully-sampled reconstruction of MRI image xt

as ground truth (GT) and a detail-enriched reconstructed image x̂u,
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PSNR is defined as:

PSNR(xt, x̂u) = 10 log10(
[max(xt)]

2

1
N
‖xt − x̂u‖2

2

), (3.11)

where max(xt) computes the maximum pixel value of xt, N is the

dimension of xt and x̂u. SSIM is defined as:

SSIM(xt, x̂u) =
(2µxtµx̂u + C1)(2σxtx̂u + C2)

(µ2
xt

+ µ2
x̂u

+ C1)(σ2
xt

+ σ2
x̂u

+ C2)
, (3.12)

where µxt and µx̂u represent the average of xt and xu, σxt and σx̂u

represent the variance of xt and xu, σxtx̂u represents the covariance of

xt and xu, C1 and C2 are regularisation constants to avoid instability of

certain image regions where local mean or variance is near zero [142].

Unlike NMSE and PSNR that estimate the absolute error of image

pixels, SSIM is a perception-based method that evaluates image quality

by taking the impact of luminance, contrast and structure into account.

Datasets

We used a dataset from MICCAI 2013 grand challenge1 to evaluate our

model. More specifically, 100 T1-weighted brain MRI datasets were

randomly selected for training (70%) and validation (30%), which con-

tain 16095 and 5033 valid 2D images. Another 50 datasets (containing

9854 valid 2D images) were randomly selected for testing. We further

randomly chose 50 2D images for comparing our proposed approach

with the aforementioned representative CS-MRI reconstruction meth-

ods. Furthermore, in order to evaluate the diagnostic value of our

EnrichGAN model, the trained model was used to perform zero-shot

inference [35] on pathological MRI images, including cardiac MRI im-

ages with atrial scarring and brain lesion MRI images2. For more

details of the datasets please refer to our project page3.

1https://my.vanderbilt.edu/masi/workshops/
2http://www.brainlesion-workshop.org/
3https://github.com/nebulaV/DAGAN
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Random undersampling masks

We used three categories of undersampling patterns in the experiments:

1D Gaussian (G1D), 2D Gaussian (G2D) and 2D Poisson disc (P2D).

For the G1D mask, 10%, 20%, 30%, 40% and 50% retained k -space

data were fabricated as the simulation of different accelerating ratios

of MRI acquisition, respectively 10×, 5×, 3.3×, 2.5× and 2×. For

G2D and P2D masks, 30% retained k -space data were generated. For

visualisation of the random undersampling masks, please refer to Fig-

ure B.2 in Appendix B.

Data augmentation

We performed a number of data augmentation methods to generate

additional training data for improving the performance of our model,

including (random) rotating, shifting, flipping, zooming, brightness ad-

justment and elastic distortion [125] (a way of producing shape varia-

tions).

Training details

For the weights of losses in Equation 3.9, we balanced the magnitude

of different loss terms into roughly similar scales and accordingly set

α = 15, β = 0.1, γ = 0.0025. We used the Adam optimiser [66] with

a batch size of 25. The initial learning rate was set to 0.0001 and was

halved every 5 epochs. All our models were trained with early stop-

ping strategy as a way of regularisation to avoid overfitting [13]. We

used the same set of hyperparameters in all experiments to demon-

strate the robustness of our EnrichGAN models that require minimal

parameter tuning. We implemented our models using TensorFlow [1]

and TensorLayer [23].
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3.5.2. Results

Comparison of EnrichGAN and variants

The quantitative comparison results of EnrichGAN and variants (i.e.

PG, PPG, PPGE, PFPGE) can be seen in Table 3.1. Overall, all our

models are able to generate significantly better results than those of

the baseline ZF reconstruction. Specifically, our full model (PFPGE)

obtains the best quantitative results of both NMSE and PSNR, for all

ratios of the random undersampling 1D Gaussian mask. Also, com-

pared with PG and PPG, PPGE achieves comparable results for less

than 30% retained data and much better results for 40% and 50%

retained data. This demonstrates the effectiveness of the proposed en-

richment learning approach, especially for the higher ratio of retained

data, in which input and GT MRI images become more similar, and

thus enrichment of fine details and local structures become a more

critical factor for generating more superior results.

Moreover, it can be found in Table 3.1 that the use of the perceptual

loss does not improve the quantitative performance of PPG, compared

with PG. However, employing the perceptual loss contributes to better

generation with clearer and finer details and less blurring, as can be

seen from Figure 3.5 (l) vs. (m), (n) and (o). This indicates the

importance of utilising representation-based constraints on the model

for generating images with perceptually convincing details.

Figure 3.3 demonstrates examples of generated MRI images using

our full EnrichGAN model (PFPGE) from different ratios of retained

raw data. When the undersampling ratio is larger than 20%, the en-

riched local structural details of the generated images are very close

to those of GT, as can be seen in the zoomed-in ROIs and their dif-

ference images. However, for 10% retained data, the generated image

has obvious difference of local details and structures (e.g. edges of or-

gan) from the GT. This is because the highly undersampled k -space

data leads to substantial loss of information. As a consequence, the

input image does not incorporate critical representations of underlying
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Figure 3.3.: Qualitative results of PFPGE using 1D Gaussian under-
sampling masks with different ratios of retained data: (a)
10%, (b) 20%, (c) 40%, (d) 40%. Results for 30% retained
data and GT can be found respectively in Figure 3.5 (a)
and (o). The cyan frame in (a) presents the zoomed-in
ROI, and the red frame presents the difference image (50×)
between the generated image and the GT. Corresponding
zoomed-in ROIs are shown in (b-d). Bottom left and right
present the colour bar for images and difference images
respectively.

structures from which our model could enrich fine details to generate

decent results.
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Figure 3.4.: Comparison of horizontal line profiles of our proposed En-
richGAN model (with variants), GT and ZF. ZF is re-
constructed from 30% retained data. The vertical axis
represents image intensity. The horizontal axis represents
position of pixels on the target yellow line shown in the
(randomly selected) MRI image.

Figure 3.4 presents comparison of horizontal line profiles of our pro-

posed EnrichGAN model (with variants), GT and ZF. ZF is recon-

structed from 30% retained data. Specifically, compared with the GT,

the line profile of the ZF reconstruction shows a significant amount of

difference in the intensity values. For our proposed models, PG and

PPG achieve a clear improvement over the ZF, while PPGE and PF-

PGE obtain the most accurate line profile that is highly close to that

of the GT. This demonstrates that the proposed enrichment learning

process has an crucial impact on generating superior MRI reconstruc-

tion.
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Comparison with other methods

The quantitative and qualitative comparison results of representative

CS-MRI approaches can be seen in Table 3.1 and Figure 3.5, respec-

tively. Conventional CS-MRI methods (TV, SIDWT and RecPF) have

limited performance in terms of both quantitative and qualitative eval-

uation (e.g. the reconstructed MRI image contains no clear details but

much blurring effect, as can be seen in Figure 3.5 (c), (d) and (e)).

Dictionary learning (DLMRI) and patch-based (PBDW and PANO)

methods achieve better reconstruction results, but the details of the

reconstruction image tend to be overly smoothed (Figure 3.5 (f), (g)

and (h)). The reconstruction image of Noiselet method also contains

visible blurring effect (Figure 3.5 (i)). BM3D and DeepADMM are

capable of producing high-quality reconstruction of MRI images (Fig-

ure 3.5 (j) and (k)). Compared with all these methods, our proposed

EnrichGAN model (PFPGE) generates the most visually-convincing

result that contains clear and fine local structural details (Figure 3.5

(o)), with much better quantitative performance of NMSE, PSNR and

SSIM.

In addition, as can be seen from Table 3.1, the testing time of our

proposed models is much faster than that of the other comparison

methods (around 0.2 seconds using a CPU or 5 milliseconds using a

GPU). This is an important advantage, as it enables real-time appli-

cations of CS-MRI reconstruction.
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Study on noise tolerance

In practice, the raw data collected from a MRI scanner may contain

some levels of noise. We would like to evaluate the noise tolerance of

CS-MRI methods, including the comparison methods and our proposed

models, as a way of demonstrating their applicability in practical use.

We fabricated different levels of additive white Gaussian noise and

added the noise to the k -space data before the undersampling mask

was used. The added white Gaussian noise is a good approximation of

the real noise distribution for the MRI data in k -space [7].

Figure 3.6 presents the comparison of noise tolerance between the

representative methods and our proposed EnrichGAN and variants.

The performance of the comparison methods (measured in PSNR) is

significantly degraded due to the addition of noise, which demonstrates

that their capability of noise tolerance is limited. By contrast, our

proposed methods maintain similar performance when less than 10%

level of noise is applied. Furthermore, when the added noise level

is 20%, our full model (PFPGE) can still be able to achieve 34dB

PSNR, which outperforms the comparison methods to a large degree.

Therefore, our proposed models demonstrate relatively higher noise

tolerance.

Study on different undersampling patterns

We further evaluated the quantitative performance (PSNR) of the com-

parison methods and our proposed models with respect to different

undersampling patterns, including 1D Gaussian (G1D), 2D Gaussian

(G2D) and 2D Poisson disc (P2D). 30% retained data was use in the

experiments. As can be seen in Figure 3.7, for every different under-

sampling pattern, our full model (PFPGE) always achieves the best

PSNR result, compared with all other methods. This demonstrates

that our proposed EnrichGAN model has general applicability to var-

ious undersampling masks. Such important property of generalisation

further implies that EnrichGAN could perform even better with op-
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Figure 3.6.: Quantitative comparison (PSNR) of noise tolerance be-
tween the representative methods of CS-MRI reconstruc-
tion and our proposed EnrichGAN model (with variants).
The vertical axis represents PSNR value. The horizon-
tal axis represents different levels of white Gaussian noise
added to the k -space data before applying the undersam-
pling (1D Gaussian undersampling mask with 30% re-
tained data).

timal undersampling masks applied, in which finding the best under-

sampling scheme is a major direction of CS-MRI research.

Zero-shot inference on pathological cases

Compared with normal MRI images, reconstruction of the pathological

MRI images reveals higher diagnostic value, which is a highly desirable

property of CS-MRI methods. However, in general, the size of patho-

logical MRI image dataset is more limited than that of normal MRI

image dataset. Rather than training the data-driven model on limited

data, we instead studied whether our proposed EnrichGAN model is

capable of performing zero-shot inference [35] on pathological cases.
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Figure 3.7.: Quantitative comparison (PSNR) of representative meth-
ods of CS-MRI and our proposed EnrichGAN (with vari-
ants) using difference undersampling masks with 30% re-
tained data. The vertical axis represents PSNR value.
Three masks are applied for comparison: 1D Gaussian
(G1D), 2D Gaussian (G2D) and 2D Poisson disc (P2D).

Specifically, we employed the trained full model (PFPGE) on normal

brain MRI data to reconstruct pathological MRI images that were not

contained in the training dataset. We used 1D Gaussian undersam-

pling mask with 30% retained data for the reconstruction of ZF as the

input image to the model.

Figure 3.8 shows the generated reconstruction results of pathological

brain MRI images using our full model PFPGE. PFPGE achieves su-

perior reconstruction images with clear and faithful structural details

of various brain lesions. Compared with the ZF reconstruction, our

model is able to enrich finer details of pathological patterns (e.g. edges

and textures of brain tumour pointed by green arrows in Figure 3.8

(a-c)) that are close to those of the GT.

For pathological cardiac MRI images, our EnrichGAN model is still
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Figure 3.8.: Zero-shot inference on pathological brain MRI images us-
ing our proposed EnrichGAN model. (left) GT. (middle)
ZF. (right) PFPGE. 1D Gaussian undersampling mask
with 30% retained data is applied for the reconstruction
of ZF. Coloured frames present the zoomed-in ROI and
the difference image (50×) between the generated image
and the GT. Bottom presents the colour bar for difference
images.

able to generate reasonable reconstruction with clear local structures

and details of cardiac anatomy, as can be seen in Figure 3.9. However,
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there is an obvious loss of structures around the peripheral regions

of the generated image (pink frames in Figure 3.9). This could be be-

cause our model is only trained on normal brain MRI images, where the

pixel value of the corresponding peripheral regions is always zero. As

a result, for the zero-shot inference on cardiac MRI images, the model

learns to simply enforce the pixel values of those regions to be zero.

Although this structure loss of peripheral regions is clinically unimpor-

tant for cardiac MRI, it still implies that our EnrichGAN model may

not perform zero-shot inference well on all categories of MRI images.

Figure 3.9.: Zero-shot inference on pathological cardiac MRI images
using our proposed EnrichGAN model. (left) GT. (mid-
dle) ZF. (right) PFPGE. 1D Gaussian undersampling
mask with 30% retained data is applied for the reconstruc-
tion of ZF. Pink frame presents the peripheral regions. Yel-
low frame presents the difference image (50×) between the
generated image and the GT. Bottom presents the colour
bar for difference images.
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Study on intermediate results

In the context of CS-MRI reconstruction, it is of great importance to

ensure that our conditional GAN based model does not learn to en-

rich unrealistic details and structures. This applies not only to the

final generated images, but also to the intermediate results. We stud-

ied this by thoroughly scrutinising the intermediate results and final

reconstruction images. Figure 3.10 demonstrates the visualisation of

intermediate generated results of our proposed EnrichGAN model (us-

ing 1D Gaussian undersampling mask with 30% retained data). The

intermediate images are generated by the model trained after 0, 5, 10

and 15 (final) epochs. We can see that in both normal and pathological

cases, there are no apparent unreal details and structures generated by

the model. This is because the input ZF reconstruction and the ap-

plied multiple loss terms impose strong constraints on our model to

only enrich realistic details that match the empirical data distribution

of GT.

Convergence analysis of enrichment learning

Figure 3.11 presents the convergence analysis comparison on employing

the proposed enrichment learning process (PPGE) or not (PPG). In

general, enrichment learning can not only make the convergence speed

much faster (Figure 3.11 (a)), but also stabilise the training process of

our model (Figure 3.11 (b)). This is due to the fact that enrichment

learning enforces the generator to generate the missing details and

structures only. As a result, the required complexity of the model is

significantly reduced, which leads to a faster convergence speed and a

more stable training process.
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(a)

(b)

Figure 3.11.: Convergence analysis on the use of enrichment learning
(PPG vs. PPGE). (a) Speed of convergence. The ver-
tical axis presents generator loss and the horizontal axis
presents the training steps. (b) Stability of convergence.
The vertical axis presents value of PSNR and the hori-
zontal axis presents training epochs.

Study on different hyperparameter settings

We finally performed a quantitative comparison to demonstrate that

tuning the hyperparameters of our proposed EnrichGAN model will

not significantly affect the performance of the model, which is a desir-

able requirement for medical imaging processing tasks such as CS-MRI

reconstruction. Specifically, we tuned one of the hyperparameters (α, β

and γ) by 0.5×, 5× and 10×, while maintaining the others unchanged.

As can be seen from Figure 3.12, apart from 5×β and 10×β that lead

to clearly worse performance, all the other hyperparameter settings

achieve comparable or even better results. This demonstrates that our
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EnrichGAN model is robust with minimal hyperparameter tuning.

Figure 3.12.: Quantitative comparison (PSNR) of different hyperpa-
rameter settings of our proposed EnrichGAN model. 1D
Gaussian undersampling mask with 30% retained data is
applied for the reconstruction of ZF as the input image
to the model. The original parameters are α = 15 (for
pixel-wise image domain loss Li), β = 0.1 (for frequency
domain loss Lf ) and γ = 0.0025 (for perceptual loss Lp).
The vertical axis presents PSNR value and the horizontal
axis presents different hyperparameter settings.

3.6. Conclusions

In this chapter, we proposed EnrichGAN, a novel conditional GAN

based architecture for CS-MRI reconstruction. We formulated CS-

MRI reconstruction as an image-to-image generation task, in which

our proposed approach was applied to enrich the local structural de-

tails of the input images to match those of the ground truth images.

In this sense, CS-MRI reconstruction can be regarded as a challenging
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application of image-to-image generation that exhibits enrichment cre-

ativity. Moreover, an innovative objective function (consisting of four

designated loss terms) as well as an enrichment learning process were

proposed to contribute to generating fine, clear and accurate details

and structures of MRI images.

We performed comprehensive experiments to evaluate our proposed

EnrichGAN model and its variants. Specifically, EnrichGAN outper-

formed the comparison methods (including conventional and state-of-

the-art methods of CS-MRI reconstruction) qualitatively and quanti-

tatively, with a much faster processing time that enables real-time ap-

plications. Also, our approaches demonstrated better noise tolerance

and more general applicability to various undersampling schemes. For

pathological MRI images, EnrichGAN was able to perform zero-shot

inference and achieved faithful results. We further demonstrated that

EnrichGAN not only enriched realistic structural details in both in-

termediate and final reconstruction images, but also was robust with

minimal hyperparameter tuning, which is of great significance for tasks

of medical image processing. Finally, we showed the effectiveness of

the different designated loss terms as well as the enrichment learning

process via qualitative and quantitative ablation studies.

In summary, our proposed EnrichGAN model achieved superior re-

sults of fast CS-MRI reconstruction. To the best of our knowledge,

this is the first work that utilises conditional GAN based architecture

for CS-MRI reconstruction. Such superior results demonstrated that

conditional GAN based approaches can learn to achieve enrichment

creativity from challenging image-to-image generation tasks, such as

CS-MRI reconstruction.

Author’s contributions. This work was completed in collabora-

tion with Dr. Guang Yang. I mainly contributed to the design and the

development of the proposed methods (EnrichGAN and all its variants,

with their network architectures and objective functions), and the con-

duction of all the experiments related to these proposed methods. Dr.

Guang Yang initiated the study, conducted the designed experiments
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4. Learning to Achieve

Transformative Creativity

4.1. Motivation

Human beings have the ability to manipulate representations of imag-

inary pictures in their minds [115]. For example, if a person first

imagines “a flower with red and thin petals” as a mental image, this

person could then be capable of making modifications to this mental

image, such as changing the red colour to yellow, adjusting the thin

petals to thick ones, increasing the number of presented flowers, etc.

Such capability of flexible manipulation is of great significance in the

generation of creative thoughts for visual arts [119].

In this chapter, we attempt to endow machines with the ability of

manipulating visual features in a goal-oriented fashion. We achieve this

goal by formulating it as an image-to-image generation task. Specif-

ically, given an input source image and a target text description, the

generated output image should satisfy the following three require-

ments: 1) matching what the target description specifies; 2) main-

taining other features of the input source image that are irrelevant to

the target description; 3) being realistic and plausible. We refer to

such image-to-image generation task as semantic image manipulation.

Some examples of this task are presented in Figure 4.1. Essentially, se-

mantic image manipulation demonstrates transformative creativity of

image-to-image generation, because it involves transformation of par-

tial representations of the input image, resulting in the generation of

new images that never existed before.
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The bird has blue crown and wings, 
and white breast.

A red bird with blue head 
has grey wings.

This flower has white petals with 
yellow round stamens.

This flower is pink and white in color, 
and has no visible stamens.

Source images Target descriptions Generated images

=

=

=

=

+

+

+

+

Figure 4.1.: Examples of semantic image manipulation that exhibits
transformative creativity. Given an input source image
and a target natural language description, the generated
image should 1) correspond to the target description; 2)
keep the irrelevant features to the target description un-
changed; 3) be realistic and plausible. Note that it should
be able to generate varied output images that meet these
three conditions.

A key challenge for semantic image manipulation is to learn a good

mapping between the visual features of images and the semantic repre-

sentations of natural languages. Such learned mapping is a prerequisite

for the generated images to meet the aforementioned requirements. To

this end, we propose SimGAN, a novel conditional generative adver-

sarial network (GAN) based architecture for semantic image manipula-

tion. SimGAN utilises the adversarial learning process and a specified

objective function to implicitly learn the representation mapping be-

tween the two modalities. Based on this learned mapping and the

designed architecture, SimGAN is able to generate compelling results

of semantic image manipulation.

The rest of this chapter is organised as follows. We first introduce

the background related to our work in Section 4.2. We then describe
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in detail a baseline method for comparison in Section 4.3 and our

proposed SimGAN model in Section 4.4. After that, we demonstrate

and discuss the results of the conducted experiments in Section 4.5.

Finally, we draw conclusions of our work in Section 4.6.

4.2. Background

Our proposed SimGAN model for semantic image manipulation is

based on the conditional GAN framework. Unlike ordinary image-

to-image generation tasks (as introduced in Chapter 2.3.3) that typ-

ically condition GANs on images only, semantic image manipulation

requires an extra condition of texts. There are several works that

employ text-conditioned conditional GAN framework to address the

text-to-image generation problem. Reed et al. [110] for the first time

proposed an effective GAN architecture (termed GAN-INT-CLS) and

training strategies, which successfully enabled the generation of real-

istic bird and flower images (of size 64 × 64) from text descriptions.

They further introduced Generative Adversarial What-Where Network

(GAWWN) [109], which was capable of synthesising plausible 128 ×
128 images. This was achieved by conditioning GANs on both text

descriptions and object locations (specified by bounding boxes or key-

points). Zhang et al. [159, 158] proposed StackGAN, which was able

to generate compelling 256 × 256 images from text descriptions only.

StackGAN was composed of two GANs to perform two-stage gener-

ation. Given a text description, GAN of the first stage generated a

corresponding coarse image only, and GAN of the second stage gen-

erated more realistic details. More recently, Xu et al. [145] proposed

AttnGAN that incorporated attention mechanism and multi-stage re-

finement to perform fine-grained text-to-image generation. Our pro-

posed approach differs from these works, in that both image and text

information are conditioned to generate images that satisfy the require-

ments of semantic image manipulation.

As mentioned in Section 4.1, it is required to learn a mapping be-
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tween representations of images and texts for semantic image manip-

ulation. Before learning such a mapping, we need to first obtain the

representations of images and texts by training the corresponding en-

coders. For the text representations, we employ a pretrained text en-

coder in this work, which will be described in detail in Section 4.4.4.

For the image representations, within GAN framework, there exist two

methods for training an encoder: 1) on the real images from real data

distribution, or 2) on the generated images from the learned generative

distribution.

Several GAN-based approaches adopt the first method to explicitly

train an encoder to obtain image representations. For example, Don-

ahue et al. [21] and Dumoulin et al. [27] proposed BiGAN architecture,

where a generator and an encoder were jointly trained, and a discrim-

inator discriminated in both data space and latent space (i.e. real im-

ages and their encoded latent representations vs. generated images

and input latent variable). Larsen et al. [70] combined variational au-

toencoder (VAE) [67, 111] with GANs by collapsing the VAE decoder

and GAN generator into one module, such that the default pixel-wise

reconstruction loss of VAE was replaced by the feature-wise loss im-

posed by the discriminator of GANs. Makhzani et al. [84] proposed

adversarial autoencoder (AAE), which was composed of a standard au-

toencoder and a discriminator. The autoencoder reconstructed images

from the encoded latent variables. The discriminator distinguished be-

tween these latent variables (as negative samples) and samples from

a prior distribution specified by the user (as positive samples). Sim-

ilarly, our proposed SimGAN model employs the method of learning

the image representation from real data.

The second method of training the image encoder on generated im-

ages is adopted in a baseline method of this work, as described in detail

in the next section.
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4.3. Baseline method

We adopt the two-step approach proposed by Reed et al. [110] as a

baseline method for comparison with our proposed SimGAN model.

To the best of our knowledge, this is the only approach that is capable

of addressing the same semantic image manipulation task as in our

work.

Specifically, in the first step, a generator G is trained for text-

to-image generation by using the text-conditioned conditional GAN

framework. G takes as input a latent variable z and the embedding of

a target text description ϕ(t), and outputs a generated image x̂ that

matches the description t. In the second step, an encoder E is trained

to encode x̂ (generated by the trained G) into latent representations ẑ.

A l2 loss is used to train the encoder E as follows:

Le(E) = Ez∼pz(z),t∼pt(t)[‖z− E(G(z, ϕ(t)))‖2
2], (4.1)

where pz(z) represents the prior distribution over latent variable z and

pt(t) represents the real text distribution.

At inference stage, given a source image x and a target text de-

scription t, the trained encoder E first generates the latent represen-

tations of x: ẑ = E(x). After that, the trained generator G generates

the final result of semantic image manipulation based on ẑ and ϕ(t):

x̂ = G(ẑ, ϕ(t)).

Similar two-step methods were proposed by Perarnau et al. [101] and

Dong et al. [22] for attribute-based image manipulation and unsuper-

vised image-to-image translation, respectively.

The two-step methods introduced above have a main limitation, as

also discussed in [21]. The encoder is trained on generated images

only and never takes real images into account. This would not be an

issue if the generative distribution of the trained generator perfectly

matches the real data distribution. However, in practice, this almost

never happens due to the high complexity of real data distribution (e.g.
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natural images). As a consequence, at inference stage, the trained en-

coder could produce poor representations of real images, which would

degrade the quality of final generated images.

4.4. Method

We propose SimGAN architecture for semantic image manipulation,

which is a challenging image-to-image generation task that demon-

strates transformative creativity. Figure 4.2 presents the overall schema

of SimGAN architecture. Specifically, SimGAN is composed of five net-

works: an image encoder E, a residual transformation unit, a generator

G, a pretrained text encoder ϕ and a discriminator D. The encoder

E takes as input a source image x and outputs the encoded latent

representations E(x). E(x) and the text representations of a target

text description (encoded by the text encoder ϕ) are concatenated and

processed by the residual transformation unit. The generator G takes

in the output of residual transformation unit, and generates an image

that satisfies the requirements of semantic image manipulation.

In the following sections, we first describe in detail how we design

the objective function that enables our approach to generate superior

results. We then introduce the network architecture. After that, we

describe another option of utilising a pretrained image encoder as well

as the employed pretrained text encoder. We finally introduce how to

enable the model to generate diverse images, given one source image

and a target description.

4.4.1. Objective function

The generated image for semantic image manipulation is required to

not only be realistic and match the given text description, but also

maintain representations of the source image that are irrelevant to the

description. It would be difficult to explicitly define a corresponding

learning objective for this complicated generation problem. Instead,
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Figure 4.2.: Schema of our proposed SimGAN architecture for semantic
image manipulation. It consists of an image encoder E, a
residual transformation unit, a generator G, a (pretrained)
text encoder ϕ and a discriminator D. SimGAN can be
regarded as a variant of conditional GAN conditioned on
both image and text information. We employ adversarial
learning with an designated adversarial loss L to train our
model.

we employ adversarial learning with a designated objective function to

implicitly learn an adaptive loss for semantic image manipulation.

Given a source image x, we first define three categories of text de-

scriptions as follows:

1. Matching text (denoted as t), which precisely describes the con-

tent of x;

2. Mismatching text (denoted as t̃), which refers to all available text

descriptions except t from the dataset;

3. Semantically relevant text (denoted as t̄), which contains seman-

tics that are partially related to the representations of x. For

example, the two text descriptions of birds in Figure 4.1 are se-

mantically relevant to the source image of bird, but share no

relationship with the flower images.

We then feed three types of pairs of image and text representations

to the discriminator D, which learns to discriminate among these input

pairs:

1. s+
r = D(x, ϕ(t)) (real image, matching text);
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2. s−w = D(x, ϕ(t̃)) (real image, mismatching text);

3. s−s = D(x̂, ϕ(t̄)) (generated image x̂ = G(E(x), ϕ(t̄)), semanti-

cally relevant text),

where s+
r , s−w and s−s represent the output probability score of D for

the corresponding input pairs, + and − respectively represent real or

fake samples of input pairs discriminated by D. s+
r and s−s provide

the generator G with an updating signal for generating realistic im-

ages. They also implicitly encourage the generated images to match

the target description. In addition, the use of s−w introduced by Reed et

al. [110] further imposes an additional constraint on our model, which

is enforced to learn stronger alignment of images and text descriptions

explicitly.

It is worth emphasising the importance of using t̄ (rather than t or

t̃) in the term s−s , which is a critical factor to ensure the effectiveness

of the adversarial training process for semantic image manipulation.

Specifically, at early training stage, G only generates unrealistic im-

ages, which will be easily discriminated by D as fake samples via the

term s+
r , without necessarily considering the text condition. As the

training proceeds, G gradually learns to generate realistic images. D

in the meanwhile gradually learns to evaluate the alignment between

images and texts via s−w .

When G is able to generate realistic images, it is the type of text

description used in s−s that determines whether the generated images

will satisfy the requirements of semantic image manipulation.

If mismatching text t̃ is used in s−s , then the input pairs to D are

realistic images with mismatching texts. Due to the term s−w , D will

easily discriminate these input pairs as fake samples, and will emit

a strong updating signal to enforce G to generate images that corre-

spond to the mismatching texts. As a result, G will eventually learn to

generate images that share little or no relationship to the input source

images. In other words, the target text descriptions dominate and the

source images are completely ignored by G.

If matching text t is employed in s−s , then the input pairs to D are
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always realistic images with completely matching texts. In this case,

because of the term s−w , G will be enforced to generate images that

correspond to the matching texts. Since the source images directly

match t, G will simply generate the source images without considering

the text information. In other words, the source images dominate and

the target text descriptions are completely ignored by G.

In our method we employ t̄ in s−s , which can be seen as a trade-off

between the use of t̃ and t. Since t̄ is guaranteed to be semantically

relevant to the source image, both information of images and texts

will be taken into account by G in the adversarial training procedure.

This enables the generation of plausible results for semantic image

manipulation.

We therefore define the full objective of our proposed SimGAN as

follows:

min
G,E

max
D
L(G,E,D) = E(x,t)∼p<x,t>(x,t)[logD(x, ϕ(t))]

+ E(x,̃t)∼p<x,̃t>(x,̃t)[log(1−D(x, ϕ(t̃)))]

+ E(x,̄t)∼p<x,̄t>(x,̄t)[log(1−D(G(E(x), ϕ(t̄)), ϕ(t̄)))].

(4.2)

4.4.2. Network architecture

In this section, we briefly describe the network architecture of our

proposed SimGAN as follows. For a more detailed visualisation of the

architecture, please refer to Figure C.1 in Appendix C.

The encoder E

The encoder E encodes input source images (of size 64 × 64) into

feature maps (of dimension 16 × 16 × 512). E consists of three convo-

lutional layers, with the latter two being followed by a layer of batch

normalisation [58] and ReLU.

The target text descriptions are encoded into semantic representa-

tions (of dimension 128) by a pretrained text encoder. The semantic
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representations are then spatially replicated to be of dimension 16 ×
16 × 128, and concatenated with the encoded image representations,

resulting in the input to the residual transformation unit.

The residual transformation unit

The residual transformation unit is composed of four residual blocks [48].

Each block consists of two convolutional layers, each of which is fol-

lowed by a layer of batch normalisation and ReLU. The reasons to

employ the residual transformation unit in SimGAN architecture are

twofold. First, residual connections help retain the representations of

underlying structures in the source images [62]. This is an attractive

property for semantic image manipulation, which requires the gener-

ated images to maintain features of the source images that are irrele-

vant to the target text description. Second, the use of residual blocks

enables a deeper encoding process, from which SimGAN could learn

a better mapping between finer representations of both images and

texts.

The generator G

The generator G transforms the resulting representations of images

and texts from the residual transformation into generated images of

size 64 × 64. G consists of two upsampling blocks, each of which is

made up of an upsampling layer, a convolutional layer and a layer of

batch normalisation and ReLU.

The discriminator D

The discriminator D first encodes input images into feature maps of di-

mension 4 × 4 × 512, by four convolutional layers and a residual block.

Then the image representations are concatenated with representations

of text descriptions. Finally, two convolutional layers are employed to

produce final results. Batch normalisation and leaky-ReLU [83] are

applied after each convolutional layer (except the first and last layer).
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4.4.3. Better image representations

For semantic image manipulation, the target text descriptions typically

describe in detail foreground objects of the source images. This implies

that for most cases backgrounds of the generated images should be pre-

served as similar to those of the source images as possible. However,

the image encoder trained along with the entire model might not learn

to produce good representations of various backgrounds, due to lim-

ited size of the datasets employed in this work. We therefore propose

to employ a (pretrained) much deeper convolutional neural network

(CNN) to obtain better image representations.

More specifically, we employ the VGG (VGG16) network [126] (pre-

trained on ImageNet [114]) to replace the original encoder in SimGAN.

We employ the output of conv4 layer of the VGG, which produces fea-

ture maps of dimension 16 × 16 × 512. Other components of our

architecture remain unchanged. We term this architecture with VGG

as SimGAN-V.

4.4.4. Visual-semantic text representations

For the pretrained text encoder ϕ, we adopt the approach proposed

by Kiros et al. [68], which is capable of encoding text descriptions into

visual-semantic text representations. More specifically, given pairs of

an image x and its corresponding text description t, we first utilise a

CNN model φ and a long short-term memory (LSTM) recurrent neural

network (RNN) model [52, 37] ϕ to respectively encode x and t into

representations φ(x) and ϕ(t). In order to achieve the visual-semantic

text representations, we then learn to find a joint embedding space of

images and texts via the pair-wise ranking loss, which is defined as

follows:

min
θ

∑
x

∑
k

max{0, α− s(φ(x), ϕ(t)) + s(φ(x), ϕ(tk))}

+
∑

t

∑
k

max{0, α− s(ϕ(t), φ(x)) + s(ϕ(t), φ(xk))},
(4.3)
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where θ represents all parameters in φ and ϕ, tk and xk are mismatching

texts (to x) and images (to t), s(φ(x), ϕ(t)) measures the cosine simi-

larity between φ(x) and ϕ(t), α is the margin. This loss can be seen as

minimising the cosine similarity between representations of mismatch-

ing pairs of images and texts, while maximising the cosine similarity

between representations of matching pairs of them. After training,

visual-semantic representations of given texts will be produced by the

text encoder ϕ, which is applied as the pretrained text encoder in our

SimGAN model.

4.4.5. Generation of diverse images

As similar to many of other image-to-image generation tasks that

demonstrate transformative creativity, semantic image manipulation

essentially is a one-to-many generation problem. Specifically, given a

source image and a target text description, the model should be able

to generate diverse images, all of which satisfy the requirements of the

task. A typical way to enable the generation of multiple varied outputs

is to directly provide noise as the input to generative model. However,

in the case of conditional GAN based architecture for image-to-image

generation problem, the generator would simply learn to ignore the

input noise and produce deterministic results based on the input im-

ages [86, 59].

There are several studies proposed to resolve this limitation of image-

to-image generation problems in both supervised [163] and unsuper-

vised [56, 2, 154] settings. Different from these studies that mainly

focused on image representation learning, we attempt to enable the

generation of diverse images via producing additional text representa-

tions for the same target text description.

Given an encoded text representation ϕ(t), we apply an approach of

conditioning augmentation proposed by Zhang et al. [159]. Specifically,

additional text representations can be sampled from a Gaussian distri-

bution N (µ(ϕ(t)),Σ(ϕ(t))), in which the mean µ(ϕ(t)) and diagonal
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covariance matrix Σ(ϕ(t)) are functions of ϕ(t). Conditioning augmen-

tation can be regarded as reducing the discontinuity in the latent space

of text descriptions [159], thus enables additional text representations.

A regularisation loss can be incorporated into our objective function

(Equation 4.2) to further reduce overfitting and enhance the smooth-

ness of the text latent space, which is defined as follows [67, 20, 159]:

LKL = KL(N (µ(ϕ(t)),Σ(ϕ(t))) ‖ N (0, I)), (4.4)

where LKL is the Kullback-Leibler (KL) divergence loss between the

conditioning Gaussian distribution and the standard Gaussian distri-

bution.

At inference stage, given a target text description t, additional text

representations ϕ(t) can be directly sampled fromN (µ(ϕ(t)),Σ(ϕ(t))),

which presumably allows our proposed model to generate diverse and

reasonable results.

4.5. Experiments

4.5.1. Experimental settings

In our experiments, we compared the baseline method, our proposed

SimGAN and SimGAN-V for semantic image manipulation. We eval-

uated the three approaches on Caltech-200 bird dataset [139] and

Oxford-102 flower dataset [92]. The Caltech-200 bird dataset contains

200 classes of birds, with 11788 images. We split it into 150 train-

ing classes and 50 test classes. The Oxford-102 flower dataset has 102

classes of flowers, with 8189 images. It was split into 82 training classes

and 20 test classes. Each image in both datasets is associated with ten

descriptive sentences (collected by Reed. et al. [108]). To improve the

performance of the models, we generated additional images for train-

ing via a number of data augmentation methods, including (random)

flipping, rotating, cropping and zooming.
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To train our proposed model, we used the Adam optimiser [66], with

an initial learning rate of 0.0002. The networks were trained for 600

epochs, and the learning rate was halved every 100 epochs. Batch size

was set to 64. We implemented our methods by using TensorFlow [1]

and TensorLayer [23].

4.5.2. Results

Qualitative results

We first qualitatively compared our proposed approaches with the

baseline method. Figure 4.3 presents the results of the baseline method

(extracted from [110] for a direct comparison) and SimGAN for the bird

dataset. It is of note that all input source images and top six target

text descriptions were selected from the training set, as in [110]. In

general, the baseline method is able to generate images that match

the target descriptions, though some generated birds appear to lack

of details. However, the baseline method often fails to maintain the

backgrounds and bird poses of the source images, which significantly

degrades the quality of the generated images. For example, the second

generated image for the description “This bird is completely red.” (in

Figure 4.3 (a)) is of poor quality, because the branch, which should be

preserved unchanged, is mistakenly coloured red by the model. By con-

trast, SimGAN performs much better in preserving the backgrounds

and bird poses, with clearer and finer details of the generated images

that correspond to the target descriptions (e.g. various branches in

the source images are maintained well). Moreover, we selected source

images in the training set that contain more varied bird shapes and

poses. As shown in the last five columns of Figure 4.3 (b), SimGAN

successfully generates realistic images that match the target descrip-

tions, while maintaining the various bird poses of the source images.

This demonstrates that our proposed SimGAN outperforms the base-

line method on bird images in the training set.
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Figure 4.4 demonstrates zero-shot results of the baseline method,

our proposed SimGAN and SimGAN-V on the images from the test

set of the bird dataset. More specifically, the generated images of

the baseline method are of poor quality: the birds tend to be mixed

up with the background objects. When the input source images have

more complicated backgrounds (e.g. several tree branches or an over-

lapping cable, as shown in the last two columns in Figure 4.4 (a)), the

baseline method fails to generate realistic images to meet the require-

ments of semantic image manipulation. For our proposed SimGAN

and SimGAN-V, they are able to generate images that not only pre-

serve the backgrounds and bird poses of the source images, but also

show clearer details than those of the baseline method. Even for the

images with complex backgrounds, SimGAN and SimGAN-V can still

produce reasonable results (last two columns of Figure 4.4 (b) and (c)).

Compared with SimGAN, SimGAN-V tends to generate finer details

of birds.

Figure 4.5 presents the zero-shot results of SimGAN and SimGAN-V

on the flower dataset. Note that the results of the baseline method are

not included, as it generally fails to produce plausible flower images,

given the source images in the test set. One possible reason is that the

trained text-to-image generator in the baseline method is only able

to generate realistic images that are similar to the training images.

However, flowers of different classes generally have more diverse and

distinct shapes, compared with those of birds. For zero-shot genera-

tion, the input source images of flowers may contain new shapes that

are never observed by the generator during the training process. As

a result, for the new flower shapes that are irrelevant to the text de-

scriptions, it is almost impossible for the generator to maintain them,

resulting in low quality generated images. By contrast, our proposed

SimGAN and SimGAN-V learn a good mapping between the represen-

tations of images and texts, and thus are able to directly manipulate

the source images according to the descriptions while preserving other

irrelevant features, regardless of whether they are observed or not in
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training stage. As can be viewed in Figure 4.5, both SimGAN and

SimGAN-V are able to generate superior results for semantic image

manipulation on the challenging flower dataset. Also, SimGAN-V is

able to generate images of flowers with clearer background, compared

with SimGAN.

The presented qualitative results also show that our proposed ap-

proaches are capable of generating novel images for semantic image

manipulation. These generated images have never existed before, with

a clear distinction from the ones sampled from the real data distribu-

tion. In other words, the proposed methods learn to achieve higher-

degree transformative creativity. For additional zero-shot results of

semantic image manipulation, please refer to Figure C.2 (for the bird

dataset) and Figure C.3 (for the flower dataset) in Appendix C.

Quantitative results

Evaluating the performance of generative models for creative tasks is

a difficult problem. In this work, we performed a human study to

quantitatively compare the quality of images generated by the base-

line method, our proposed SimGAN and SimGAN-V. Although sub-

jective factors exist, human evaluation would still be the most reliable

approach to estimating whether the generated images satisfy the re-

quirements of semantic image manipulation.

More specifically, we conducted the human study on Amazon Me-

chanical Turk (AMT). We recruited ten subjects to evaluate the quality

of generated images. Every subject was shown five source images from

each bird and flower test dataset. For every source image, seven target

text descriptions were given. We then used the baseline method (for

the bird dataset only but not the flower dataset, from which it fails

to generate plausible images), SimGAN and SimGAN-V to generate

the corresponding result images, given one paired source image and

target text description. The generated images as well as the corre-

sponding source image and target text description were all presented
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to each subject, without identifying which approach was used for the

generative results.

The subjects were then required to rank the generated images of

each group (from 1 to 3 for the bird dataset and from 1 to 2 for the

flower dataset, 1 for the best) based on three criteria as follows:

1. whether the generated image well preserved the bird pose (for

bird images) or the flower shape (for flower images) of the source

image;

2. whether the generated image well maintained a clear background

of the source image;

3. whether the generated image well corresponded to the target text

description.

Finally, the recorded ranks from the subjects were averaged as the

score of quality for semantic image manipulation.

Table 4.1.: Comparison results of human evaluation between the base-
line method, our proposed SimGAN and SimGAN-V on im-
ages from Caltech-200 bird dataset and Oxford-102 flower
dataset. The scores are the averaged human ranks for dif-
ferent aspects of the generated images.

Baseline SimGAN SimGAN-V

Bird images
Pose 2.69 ± .06 1.57 ± .07 1.73 ± .08

Background 2.40 ± .08 1.73 ± .08 1.87 ± .08

Description 2.48 ± .08 1.67 ± .07 1.86 ± .08

Flower images
Shape / 1.50 ± .05 1.50 ± .05

Background / 1.59 ± .05 1.41 ± .05

Description / 1.52 ± .05 1.48 ± .05

Table 4.1 exhibits comparison results of the quality score between

the baseline method, our proposed SimGAN and SimGAN-V. Specifi-

cally, for the bird dataset, the baseline method performs significantly

worse than SimGAN and SimGAN-V in all aspects. SimGAN also
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obtains better quality score than that of SimGAN-V in terms of re-

taining backgrounds and bird poses of the source images as well as

matching the text descriptions. For the flower dataset, SimGAN and

SimGAN-V achieve comparable scores in maintaining flower shapes,

while SimGAN-V performs slightly better in preserving background

of source images and corresponding to what target text descriptions

specify. In summary, the presented quantitative comparison results

indicate that our proposed SimGAN and SimGAN-V outperform the

baseline method in all aspects of quality of generated images for se-

mantic image manipulation.

Interpolation results

If traversing in the learned latent space leads to semantic changes to

the generated images (i.e. a smooth latent space), then we can reason

that the model successfully learns relevant and useful representations,

rather than simply memorising the training data [105]. Specifically

for semantic image manipulation, in order to generate superior results,

our proposed SimGAN is required to (implicitly) learn a good map-

ping between the relevant representations of the two modalities (i.e.

images and texts). In this section, we investigate this by respectively

interpolating between two representations of one modality while fixing

representations of another modality. If in both cases the generated im-

ages demonstrate meaningful gradual changes, then it is reasonable to

conclude that our model successfully learns a good mapping between

image and text representations.

We first linearly interpolated the representations between two in-

put source images, and fed them with a fixed representation of a

target description to the trained generator of SimGAN. The source

images were selected from the test set for zero-shot generation. As

can be seen in Figure 4.6, our model is capable of generating real-

istic images that present continuous semantic changes, all of which

correspond well to the target text description. For example, the first
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row of Figure 4.6 shows two source images that have distinct back-

grounds and bird poses. The corresponding generated images from the

interpolated image representations demonstrates a smooth transition

between the two original generated images, e.g. varying appearances

of the branches, orientations and shapes of the bird, etc. Such smooth

transition indicates that our model is able to learn useful and relevant

representations of images for semantic image manipulation.

This is a red bird.

An orange bird with black head.

This bird has yellow breast and grey on its wings.

Figure 4.6.: Zero-shot generated images by linearly interpolating be-
tween representations of two source images with one target
text description.

We then fed the linearly interpolated representations of two different

target text descriptions and one fixed representation of a source im-

age to SimGAN. The source images were again selected from the test

set. As presented in Figure 4.7, the generated images from interpo-

lated representations clearly demonstrate smooth variations between

the semantics of the two target descriptions. Moreover, all the gener-

ated images not only remain realistic, but also maintain features of the

input source image that are irrelevant to the target description. For in-
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stance, the plausible interpolation results between “A yellow bird with

black on wings.” and “A bird with red head and breast.” (shown in

the second row of Figure 4.7) exhibit gradual changes of colours from

yellow to red, with the appearance of orange as a result of yellow and

red mixture. The irrelevant background and pose remain unchanged.

This continuous transition indicates that relevant and useful text rep-

resentations are learned by our model.

Since the interpolation results of both images and texts demonstrate

smooth semantic changes, we can reason that our proposed SimGAN

learns a good mapping between image and text representations.

A black bird.

A bird with red body has yellow wings and a blue head.

A yellow bird with black on wings.

A bird with red head and breast.

A bird with yellow body and grey stripes on wings.

This dark blue bird has a black beak.

Figure 4.7.: Zero-shot generated images by linearly interpolating be-
tween representations of two target text descriptions with
one source image.

Results of diverse generation

Given one source image and a target description, our proposed Sim-

GAN is capable of generating diverse images, all of which meet the

requirements of semantic image manipulation. As introduced in Sec-

tion 4.4.5, this was achieved by applying the conditional augmenta-
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tion approach [159], in which additional text representations can be

sampled from the Gaussian distribution specified by the target text

representations. Some examples can be seen in Figure 4.8.

The bird is blue and red in 
color with a black beak.

A green bird with 
a brown head.

Figure 4.8.: Results of diverse generation from our proposed SimGAN
on same source image and target description. All the gen-
erated images satisfy what semantic image manipulation
requires.

Results of failure cases

We have demonstrated that our proposed SimGAN and SimGAN-V

are able to generate superior results for semantic image manipulation.

However, there still exist cases in which the generated images fail to

meet the requirements of semantic image manipulation. Figure 4.9

illustrates some examples of failure cases for both bird and flower im-

ages. There are two main reasons for these failure examples. First, the

backgrounds of input source images 1) contain unrecognised objects

(e.g. the first image in Figure 4.9 (a)); 2) are too complicated (e.g.

the second image in Figure 4.9 (b)); 3) have similar colours or tex-

tures, which mix up with the foreground objects (e.g. the third image

in Figure 4.9 (c)). Second, the appearances of foreground objects are

significantly different from those in training set (e.g. the second image

in Figure 4.9 (d) and the third image in Figure 4.9 (h)). To gener-

ate better images in these cases, larger training datasets that contain

more varied samples, or better captions that describe the images in

more detail, are needed.
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Generating higher-resolution images

Finally, we considered how to extend our proposed SimGAN architec-

ture to generate higher-resolution images with finer details for seman-

tic image manipulation. In our preliminary experiments, we attempted

to directly replace the current networks with deeper ones. However,

the model with such simple modification was unable to generate high-

resolution images. The main reason is that the discriminator can dis-

tinguish the generated higher-resolution images from the real images

more easily (especially at early training stage), which will severely de-

grade the stability of the learning process [95, 64].

To address this problem, we made two further modifications to our

model. First, we proposed to employ an additional cycle loss [162, 65,

152] for the generator G and the encoder E:

Lc(G,E) = E(x,̄t,t)∼p<x,̄t,t>(x,̄t,t)[‖G(E(x̂), ϕ(t))− x‖2
2] (4.5)

where x̂ = G(E(x), ϕ(t̄)) represents the generated image. By enforcing

G(E(x̂), ϕ(t)) to match x, the cycle loss significantly reduces the space

of the generative function, resulting in a faster and easier learning

process of G and E. Second, instead of using objectives of the vanilla

GAN [41], we employed the least square loss of LSGAN [85], which

is able to not only generate higher-quality images, but also make the

learning process more stable.

Figure 4.10 presents the zero-shot results of 256 × 256 images for

bird and flower datasets. The generated images not only satisfy the

requirements of semantic image manipulation, but also contain much

finer details than 64 × 64 images generated by the original SimGAN.

4.6. Conclusions

In this chapter, we proposed SimGAN, a novel conditional GAN based

architecture for semantic image manipulation, which is a challenging
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task of image-to-image generation that exhibits transformative cre-

ativity. We designed an innovative objective function, which enabled

SimGAN to generate superior results that meet the requirements of se-

mantic image manipulation. We further proposed to replace the orig-

inal encoder in SimGAN with the (pretrained) deeper VGG network,

resulting in the SimGAN-V method, in order to learn better image

representations of various backgrounds. We utilised a pretrained text

encoder for producing visual-semantic text representations. Since se-

mantic image manipulation is essentially an one-to-many generation

problem, an approach of conditioning augmentation on text represen-

tations was employed to generate diverse images.

We performed both qualitative and quantitative experiments to com-

pare our proposed approaches with the baseline method, on Caltech-

200 bird dataset and Oxford-102 flower dataset. The results indicated

that our methods outperformed the baseline method, qualitatively and

quantitatively, in all aspects of quality of generated images. SimGAN-

V achieved slightly better results than those of SimGAN. We also

demonstrated that our model was able to learn a good mapping be-

tween the image and text representations, as well as generate diverse

images. Some examples of failure cases were presented, with possi-

ble reasons discussed. Finally, we demonstrated that our SimGAN

architecture can be extended to generate compelling higher resolution

images (of size 256 × 256).

In conclusion, our proposed SimGAN is able to generate superior

results for semantic image manipulation. More importantly, the gen-

erated images not only have never existed before, but also show a

clear difference from existing images. Such difference indicates that

conditional GAN based architecture can learn to achieve high-level

transformative creativity of image-to-image generation.

Author’s contributions. This work was completed in collabora-

tion with Mr. Hao Dong. I mainly contributed to the design of Sim-

GAN and SimGAN-V (including their objective functions and network

architectures), conducted the qualitative experiments for the flower
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A red body bird with black 
wings and a gray beak. This bird is completely black.

This bird has a red belly and 
breast, and a blue head.

White bird with red 
crown and red head.

The flower has purple and 
white petals with blue anther.

This white flower has rounded 
petals and a yellow orange stamen.

A flower with yellow petals 
and no visible stamen.

This red and pink flower has 
rounded petals and black stamens.

(a) (b)

(c) (d)

(e) (f)

(g) (h)

Figure 4.9.: Results of failure cases of SimGAN on images from
the Caltech-200 bird dataset and the Oxford-102 flower
dataset. (a-d) Bird images. (e-h) Flower images. In each
section, the first row presents source images, and the sec-
ond row presents the (failed) generated images.

dataset and the quantitative experiments on Amazon Mechanical Turk,

and performed all the corresponding analysis. Mr. Hao Dong also con-

tributed to the development of the proposed methods, implemented

the comparison baseline method, and conducted the qualitative exper-

iments for the bird dataset.
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5. Learning to Achieve

Combinatorial Creativity

5.1. Motivation

Combinatorial creativity is defined as the generation of new and cre-

ative ideas by connecting existing ones, which is thought to be a cru-

cially important pattern of innovation for human beings [87]. In com-

puter vision, applications that exhibit combinatorial creativity involve

the generation of novel images by composing representations of differ-

ent domains. Specifically for image-to-image generation problems, one

typical example is image style transfer [30, 50, 36], in which a creative

image is generated by combining the content of a target image with

the style of another artwork image.

In this chapter, we attempt to automate the process of bionic de-

sign [49, 123], which is a challenging image-to-image generation prob-

lem that demonstrates combinatorial creativity. Bionic design refers

to a product design method, in which a biologically-inspired object is

created by combining the representations of a target design object with

those of biological source objects. Specifically in this work, we mainly

focus on shape-oriented bionic design, which is the fundamental step

in studying more general bionic design problems.

More specifically, given an input design target image, the generated

images for bionic design should meet the following three requirements:

1) maintaining the shape features of the input image; 2) containing

the shape features of images from the biological source domain; 3)

remaining plausible and diverse. Figure 5.1 illustrates some examples
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of bionic design.

Bionic design is a challenging image-to-image generation task due to

the following three reasons. First, this task is of unsupervised learning,

because the nature of its combinatorial creativity determines that there

is no or very few available results of biologically-inspired designs. In

our case, we only have unpaired samples of design target images and

biological source images. Second, there should exist multiple ways of

integrating features of biological source images into the given design

target image. In other words, bionic design is essentially a one-to-many

generation problem. This requires the generative model to be able

to generate diverse results. Third, the generated biologically-inspired

design should preserve key features of both input design target image

and biological source images. Therefore, the generative model should

be capable of learning and merging features from different sources to

generate superior results.

To resolve the challenges mentioned above, we propose DesignGAN,

an innovative conditional generative adversarial network (GAN) based

architecture for bionic design. In particular, a novel objective function

with multiple loss terms is designed to enforce the generated images

to satisfy the requirements of bionic design. Specifically, the generator

of DesignGAN takes as input both an image and a latent variable

sampled from a prior Gaussian distribution, which enables the model

to generate diverse output images. This is realised by the use of an

explicit encoder and a latent loss. DesignGAN also employs a cycle

loss [162, 65, 152] and a regression loss to maintain the key features

of the design target image. Finally, an adversarial loss is employed to

integrate the features of biological source images into the design target

image.

We conduct both qualitative and quantitative experiments to show

that our proposed model is capable of generating plausible and diverse

biologically-inspired design images. Figure 5.1 (c) presents examples of

3D product modelling designed by a human designer, who is inspired

by the generated creative bionic design images from our model.
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The rest of this chapter is organised as follows. We first formulate the

problem of bionic design to be addressed in this work in Section 5.2.

We then describe the baseline methods and our proposed methods

in detail in Section 5.3. After that, we demonstrate and discuss the

results of experiments in Section 5.4. Finally, we conclude our work in

Section 5.5.

5.2. Problem formulation

The problem of bionic design can be formulated as follows. Let D

be the domain of design target images (e.g. floor lamps), and B be

the domain of biological source images (e.g. flowers). We are given

the (unpaired) training samples {dk}Mk=1 ∈ D and {bk}Nk=1 ∈ B, which

are respectively sampled from the data distributions pd(d) and pb(b)

(the subscript k are omitted for convenience). We further denote the

corresponding latent representation space of D and B as Zd and Zb,

respectively.

We then make two key assumptions of the bionic design problem as

follows:

1. there exists an “intermediate” domain I that contains samples of

the biologically-inspired design images i ∈ I (e.g. flower-like floor

lamps);

2. the representations of i in the latent space of I (denoted as Z) are

formed by a combination of those in Zd and Zb.

These two assumptions are illustrated in Figure 5.2.

Based on these two assumptions, to address the bionic design prob-

lem, our goal is to learn a generative function GDB : D × Z → I,

such that the generative distribution pG(d, z) matches the distribution

of biologically-inspired design images (denoted as pi(i)). Specifically

in this work, there is no existing data of biologically-inspired design

images. Therefore, it is impossible to explicitly learn such generative
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distribution. Nonetheless, we could still be able to learn it implicitly

via the empirical data distributions pd(d) and pb(b) with a good de-

sign of the model architecture. It is such implicit learning process of

generating creative images that gives rise to combinatorial creativity.

Since GDB takes as input the latent variable z ∈ Z sampled from

the distribution pz(z), the requirement of diversity for bionic design is

naturally satisfied. By sampling different z from pz(z), multiple results

can be generated for one input design target image d.

D BI

ZZd Zb

Figure 5.2.: The assumption of the bionic design problem. We assume
that there exists an intermediate domain I that contains
images of biologically-inspired design, whose representa-
tions (in latent space Z) are formed by the combination of
those of design target images (in latent space Zd of D) and
biological source images (in latent space Zb of B).

5.3. Method

At first glance, the shape-oriented bionic design problem could be tack-

led by employing the CycleGAN architecture [162, 65, 152]. However,

we reveal the limitation of CycleGAN for this problem, which moti-

vates us to develop new architectures. In this section, we start with

a brief discussion on the applicability of CycleGAN model and its ex-

tensions. We then describe in detail our proposed DesignGAN model

and the designed objective function. We finally introduce the network

architecture of DesignGAN.
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5.3.1. A path of evolution from CycleGAN

CycleGAN

Our initial attempt to address the bionic design problem is to directly

employ the CycleGAN architecture. Figure 5.3 presents the schema

of CycleGAN for bionic design. It includes two generators (GDB and

GBD) and two discriminators (DB and DD). GDB takes as input a

design target image d, and outputs a biologically-inspired image îDB.

An adversarial loss LDB
a from DB is used to integrate the features of

biological source images into îDB. A cycle loss LDB
c is further applied

to maintain the features of the input d, by enforcing the reconstruction

d̃ = GBD(̂iDB) to be close to the original input d. The use of the cycle

loss requires joint training of two image-based conditional GANs.

d d̃GDB GBD

DB
b

d

GDBGBDb

DD

b̃

LDB
c

LBD
c

îDB

îBD

LBD
a

LDB
a

Figure 5.3.: Schema of CycleGAN architecture for bionic design.

Since the images only contain shape representations, these two losses

will directly compete with each other, which makes GDB possible to

generate images that contain combined shape features of the input

design target image and biological source images. However, CycleGAN
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only learns a deterministic generation (i.e. one-to-one mapping) and is

not able to generate diverse results.

CycleGAN+N

A straightforward way of enabling the CycleGAN architecture to learn

one-to-many mapping is to directly provide the generators with noise

input. We denote this method as CycleGAN+N, whose schema can

be seen in Figure 5.4. In this approach, the generator GDB takes as

input both a design target image d and a noise vector z sampled from

a prior distribution (e.g. a Gaussian). At inference stage, the trained

GDB could generate diverse biologically-inspired images, given one d

and different sampled z.

d̃GDB GBD

DB
b

d

GDB

b

DD

b̃

LBD
c

LBD
a

z

z

LDB
c

LDB
a

GBD

z

z

d

îDB

îBD

Figure 5.4.: Schema of CycleGAN+N architecture for bionic design.
Compared with CycleGAN, the generators in Cycle-
GAN+N are provided with noise input to generate diverse
results.

However, as also mentioned in [2, 56], the employed cycle-consistency

restriction would make the generators ignore the input noise vector z.
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Take the cycle loss LDBc as an example. The generator GBD takes as

input the (assumed diverse) generated images îDB and arbitrary noise

vector z, and outputs reconstructed images d̃. Since d̃ is encouraged to

approximate the same d via LDBc , GBD is then enforced to learn many-

to-one mapping, without necessarily taking z into account. Similarly,

the cycle loss LBDc enforces GDB to learn many-to-one mapping only.

Consequently, GDB and GBD will only learn to generate deterministic

output images, as similar to CycleGAN.

CycleGAN+2E

To address the limitation of CycleGAN+N, we further propose a new

architecture with two explicit encoders ED and EB. We denote this

method as CycleGAN+2E, with its schema demonstrated in Figure 5.5.

Each encoder takes as input a generated image and encodes it back into

a corresponding latent code. The generated latent code will then be

encouraged to approximate the input noise vector via a latent loss.

Given one design target image d and different noise vectors zb, the

use of the latent loss enforces the generator GDB to generate diverse

biologically-inspired images îDB. Compared with CycleGAN+N, Cy-

cleGAN+2E will never ignore the input noise vector, due to the use of

the explicit encoders.

Nonetheless, CycleGAN+2E has its limitation as well: the generated

images tend to depend on the input noise vector only, without taking

the input image into account. This is also due to the employed cycle-

consistency restriction. More specifically, for the cycle loss LDB
c , the

generator GBD takes as input diverse generated images îDB, as well as

the generated latent code ẑd. Note that ẑd will always be a fixed one

encoded by the encoder ED, given the same design target image d as the

input. The reconstructed image d̃ also approximates the same d due

to LDB
c . As a result, GBD will learn one-to-one mapping only, between

ẑd and d̃. Similarly, the cycle loss LBD
c will enforce GDB to learn one-

to-one mapping between ẑb and b̃. In this case, the input noise vector
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dominates, while the input images are ignored by the generators. In

other words, GBD and GDB will only be able to generate results that

share no relationship with the input images.

d

ẑb

d̃
zb

ẑd

GDB GBD

DBEB

ED

b

d

ẑb

ẑd

GDBGBD

EB

ED

b

DD

zd
b̃

LDB
c

LBD
c

LDB
l LDB

a

LBD
aLBD

l

îDB

îBD

Figure 5.5.: Schema of CycleGAN+2E architecture for bionic design.
Compared with CycleGAN+N, CycleGAN+2E employs
two explicit encoders with the latent loss to ensure that
the input noise will not be ignored by the model.

5.3.2. DesignGAN

To address the limitation of CycleGAN+2E as discussed above, we fur-

ther propose DesignGAN architecture for the bionic design problem.

Figure 5.6 demonstrates the overall schema of DesignGAN. Specifi-

cally, it consists of five networks: two generators (GDB and GBD), two

discriminators (DB and DD) and one encoder (E). We design a novel

objective function with four designated losses, which will be discussed
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in detail as follows. DesignGAN is an end-to-end architecture: all the

component networks are trained jointly from scratch.

d

îDBz
GDB GBD

DB

E

b
DD

b

îBD

LDB
c

LBD
c

LDB
l

LDB
aLDB

r

LBD
r LBD

a

LBD
l

ẑ

d̃

b̃
z

GDBGBD

E

DD

ẑ

d
DB

Figure 5.6.: Schema of our proposed DesignGAN architecture for
bionic design. It is composed of two generators (GDB

and GBD), two discriminators (DB and DD) and one en-
coder (E). DesignGAN has two enhancements on Cycle-
GAN+2E: 1) it employs a single encoder E as the encoding
function to learn the variation for bionic design, and 2) it
reuses the discriminators DD and DB as forward regres-
sion functions to further preserve the representations of
the input image domain via the regression loss (LDB

r and
LBD
r ). Other loss components include the adversarial loss

(LDB
a and LBD

a ), the cycle loss (LDB
c and LBD

c ) and the la-
tent loss (LDB

l and LBD
l ). At inference stage, GDB is used

to generate varied biologically-inspired images, given an
input design target image d and an input noise vector z.
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Adversarial loss

One requirement of the bionic design problem is that the biologically-

inspired images to be generated should include the features of biological

source images. To satisfy this requirement, we employ an adversarial

loss [41] LDB
a for GDB and DB, in which DB attempts to discriminate

between the generated images îDB and the biological source images b,

while GDB attempts to generate indistinguishable results from b. This

adversarial process acts as an approach to integrating representations

of biological objects into îDB. A similar adversarial loss LBD
a is ap-

plied for GBD and DD, which will be employed to compute other losses

(detailed later). The overall adversarial loss is defined as follows:

La(GDB, GBD, DB, DD) = LDB
a (GDB, DB) + LBD

a (GBD, DD),

LDB
a (GDB, DB) = Eb∼pb(b)[logDB(b)]

+ Ed∼pd(d),z∼pz(z)[log(1−DB(GDB(d, z)))],

LBD
a (GBD, DD) = Ed∼pd(d)[logDD(d)]

+ Eb∼pb(b),z∼pz(z)[log(1−DD(GBD(b, z)))].

(5.1)

where pd(d) and pb(b) respectively represent the empirical data distri-

bution of design target images and biological source images, z repre-

sents the input noise vector sampled from a prior distribution pz(z) (a

Gaussian distribution is employed in this work).

Cycle loss

The bionic design problem also requires the generated biologically-

inspired images to maintain the (shape) representations of the input

design target image. One straightforward way to meet such require-

ment is to enforce the generated images to resemble the input design

target image to a large extent. This enables the generated images to

be recognised as the same class of the design target (e.g. the generated

whale-shaped teapots should still remain as teapots).
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We apply a cycle loss [162, 65, 152] to achieve this goal. Specifically,

given a generated biologically-inspired image îDB = GDB(d, z), the cycle

loss encourages the reconstructed image d̃ = GBD(̂iDB, ẑ) to be close

to the input design target image d. Such cycle consistency will ensure

that GDB is able to preserve the shape representations of the input

image.

The use of the cycle loss introduces an auxiliary generator GBD with

a discriminator DD, which will be trained along with GDB and DB,

resulting in a dual-learning process for DesignGAN. After training,

only the trained GDB will be used for the bionic design problem. The

overall cycle loss is defined as below:

Lc(GDB, GBD) = LDB
c (GDB, GBD) + LBD

c (GBD, GDB),

LDB
c (GDB, GBD) = Ed∼pd(d),z∼pz(z)[‖GBD(GDB(d, z), E(GDB(d, z), d))− d‖2

2],

LBD
c (GBD, GDB) = Eb∼pb(b),z∼pz(z)[‖GDB(GBD(b, z), E(b, GBD(b, z)))− b‖2

2].

(5.2)

Regression loss

The cycle loss imposes a pixel-wise constraint to preserve the (shape)

representations of a given design target image. However, when apply-

ing such pixel-wise loss alone, it would be difficult to adjust its relative

strength (to that of the adversarial loss), for generating images that

satisfy the requirements of bionic design. The generated images may

either fail to include enough biological details (when the pixel-wise con-

straint is too strong), or be unable to resemble the design target image

(when the constraint is too weak). Intuitively, this is because different

parts of the input image are of different importance (e.g. some con-

tain salient features of the design target to be maintained while others

contain nothing useful and should be replaced by biological features),

which is not taken into account by the pixel-wise constraint.

To this end, we propose to apply another feature-wise constraint

(simultaneously along with the cycle loss) to maintain the design target
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representations. More specifically, we reuse the discriminator DD as a

regression function to impose a regression loss LDB
r for the generator

GDB, such that the generated image îDB will contain the design target

representations, and will be recognised as the design target class. A

similar regression loss LBD
r , imposed by the discriminatorDB, is applied

for GBD.

It is worth noting that the regression loss requires DD and DB to be

regression functions only, in which case DD and DB will not compete

with the corresponding generators. This is different from the adver-

sarial loss. This difference can be seen in Figure 5.6, in which there

is only one input to DD and DB for the regression loss LDB
r and LBD

r ,

while there are two inputs to be discriminated by the discriminator for

the adversarial loss. The overall regression loss is defined as follows:

Lr(GDB, GBD) = LDB
r (GDB) + LBD

r (GBD),

LDB
r (GDB) = Ed∼pd(d),z∼pz(z)[log(1−DD(GDB(d, z)))],

LBD
r (GBD) = Eb∼pb(b),z∼pz(z)[log(1−DB(GBD(b, z)))].

(5.3)

Latent loss

Finally, to learn one-to-many mapping for the bionic design problem,

we propose to use one explicit encoder E with a latent loss Ll in the

DesignGAN architecture. For the generator GDB with its input d and

z, E encodes the generated biologically-inspired image îDB (along with

d) into the latent code ẑ in the latent space Z of domain I. The latent

loss LDB
l is then computed by the l1 distance between ẑ and z, which

enforces GDB to generate diverse results. Similarly, the latent loss LBD
l

is imposed on the generator GBD. Compared with CycleGAN+N and

CycleGAN+2E, the use of E and the latent loss in DesignGAN ensures

that both the input image and the input noise vector will be taken into

account by the generator.

It is noteworthy that the encoder E in DesignGAN has two differ-

ences from the encoders in CycleGAN+2E. First, only one E is applied

for both latent loss LDB
l and LBD

l . Second, apart from the generated
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images (̂iDB or îBD), the input image to the generators (d or b) is also

fed to E. These two differences make E correspond to our assumption

of the bionic design problem (as described in Section 5.2), which is crit-

ical for the generation of superior biologically-inspired design results.

The overall latent loss is defined as below:

Ll(GDB, GBD, E) = LDB
l (GDB, E) + LBD

l (GBD, E),

LDB
l (GDB, E) = Ed∼pd(d),z∼pz(z)[‖E(GDB(d, z), d)− z‖1],

LBD
l (GBD, E) = Eb∼pb(b),z∼pz(z)[‖E(b, GBD(b, z))− z‖1].

(5.4)

Full objective

The full objective function of our proposed DesignGAN is:

min
GDB,GBD,E

max
DB,DD

L(GDB, GBD, E,DB, DD) = λaLa(GDB, GBD, DB, DD)+

λcLc(GDB, GBD) + λrLr(GDB, GBD) + λlLl(GDB, GBD, E),

(5.5)

where λa, λc, λr and λl respectively controls the relative strength of

the adversarial loss, the cycle loss, the regression loss and the latent

loss.

5.3.3. Network architecture

In this section, we describe the network architecture of our proposed

DesignGAN in brief as below. A more detailed visualisation of network

architecture can be seen in Figure D.1 in Appendix D.

The generator GDB and GBD

For the generator networks, we adopt the encoder-decoder architecture.

The latent vector z is first spatially replicated and concatenated to the

input image (d or b), resulting in the input to the encoder. The encoder

consists of three convolutional layers and the decoder is composed by

two transposed convolutional layers, each of which is followed by a
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layer of batch normalisation [58] and ReLU. Six residual blocks [48]

are applied after the encoder. Each residual block is made up of two

groups of a convolutional layer, batch normalisation and ReLU. The

residual blocks act as a deeper encoding process, from which better

representations of the input image can be obtained. We employ the

same architecture for the generator GDB and GBD.

The discriminator DB and DD

The discriminator consists of four convolutional layers. Each convolu-

tional layer (except the first one) is followed by a layer of batch nor-

malisation and leaky-ReLU [83]. This design of architecture is adopted

for both discriminators DB and DD.

The encoder E

For the encoder network, the two input images are concatenated as the

input to three convolutional layers, each of which followed by a layer of

batch normalisation and ReLU. The output of the convolutional layers

is then fed into six residual units (of same structure as the one used in

the generator).

5.4. Experiments

5.4.1. Experimental settings

Methods

In our experiments, we evaluated and compared all the methods dis-

cussed in Section 5.3, including CycleGAN, CycleGAN+N, our pro-

posed CycleGAN+2E and DesignGAN. We adopted the same network

architecture (described in Section 5.3.3) in all methods for a fair com-

parison.
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Dataset

We evaluated the methods on the “Quick, Draw!” dataset [45], which

contains millions of simple grayscale drawings (of size 28×28) across

345 common objects. It is an ideal dataset for the shape-oriented

bionic design problem. We selected several pairs of domains of design

targets and biological sources as the varied bionic design problems. We

randomly chose 4000 images from each domain of the domain pairs for

training.

Training details

The networks were trained for 120 epochs using Adam optimiser [66],

with a learning rate of 0.0001 and a batch size of 64. The learning rate

was decayed to zero linearly over the last half number of epochs. Due

to the distinct complexity of images from different domains, the values

of λa, λc, λr and λl, as well as the dimension of the latent variable z,

were set independently for each specific bionic design problem.

In order to stabilise the adversarial learning process, we replaced

the adversarial loss (of the vanilla GAN) by the objectives of least

squares GAN [85] for the generators and the discriminators. Moreover,

the discriminators were updated using a history of generated images,

as proposed in [122], which further made the training process more

stable [162].

We applied random horizontal flipping and random ±15 degree ro-

tation to the training images. These images were further resized to

32×32 before being fed into the models. TensorFlow [1] and Tensor-

Layer [23] were used to implement the methods.

5.4.2. Results

Qualitative results

Figure 5.7 presents the qualitative results of the four comparison meth-

ods for bionic design. In each group of generation, the values of the in-
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put noise vector (to CycleGAN+N, CycleGAN+2E and DesignGAN),

used in the corresponding column of generated results for each input

design target image, were maintained same.

Specifically, CycleGAN is able to generate reasonable biologically-

inspired results in some cases (e.g. Figure 5.7 (a) left and (f) left).

However, in other cases, it fails to maintain the features of the input

design target image (e.g. Figure 5.7 (d) and (f) right). Also, since

CycleGAN learns a one-to-one generation only, there is no diversity in

the generated results.

For the CycleGAN+N architecture, the generated images are similar

to those of CycleGAN. More importantly, we observe that in most

cases the input noise vector to the model does not result in generation

of diverse results. This indicates that CycleGAN+N ignores the input

noise vector to a large degree, which corresponds to what we discussed

in Section 5.3.1.

As for our proposed CycleGAN+2E architecture, it is capable of

generating varied images. However, the images are either of low-quality

(e.g. Figure 5.7 (b) and (c)), or unable to preserve any representations

of the input design target image (e.g. Figure 5.7 (a) and (f)). This

implies that the input noise vector dominates, while the design target

image is largely ignored by CycleGAN+2E, which again corresponds

to our analysis in Section 5.3.1.

By contrast, our proposed DesignGAN is capable of generating plau-

sible and diverse biologically-inspired images that satisfy the require-

ments of bionic design. This demonstrates that, unlike CycleGAN+N

and CycleGAN+2E, DesignGAN takes both the input image and the

input noise vector into account for generation. Furthermore, the qual-

itative results indicate that DesignGAN can generate creative images

that not only never existed before, but also show clear distinction from

the existing images. This is done by combining the representations of

images from two domains in a novel manner. In other words, Design-

GAN successfully learns to achieve high-degree combinatorial creativ-

ity of image-to-image generation.
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Quantitative results

How to quantitatively evaluate the performance of generative models

for creative tasks remains a challenging problem. In this work, we

utilised human judgement to evaluate the investigated and proposed

methods for bionic design. Despite subjective factors, it would be the

most dependable measurement of creativity and plausibility of gener-

ated results.

More specifically, we performed the human evaluation on Amazon

Mechanical Turk (AMT). We selected eight domain pairs of design

targets and biological sources shown in this paper. For each pair of

domains, we used three design target images as the input to the com-

parison models. For each input image, three biologically-inspired de-

sign images were generated by each of the comparison methods. There

were twenty subjects recruited, presented all the input and generated

images, and required to rank the models, according to the following

criteria:

1. whether the generated images contained the key features of input

design target images;

2. whether the generated images contained the key features of bio-

logical source images;

3. whether the generated images were diverse;

4. whether the generated images were creative and plausible.

Subjects scored 1 for the best and scored 4 for the worst (expect for

the evaluation of diversity, in which CycleGAN was not compared and

subjects scored 3 for the worst, as CycleGAN is a deterministic model

and cannot generate diverse results). We then averaged all the ranking

scores over the different criteria.

Table 5.1 presents the human evaluation results of the comparison

methods for the bionic design problem. Specifically, all approaches

achieve a comparable ranking score in integrating features of biolog-

ical source images (CycleGAN and DesignGAN perform better than

CycleGAN+N and CycleGAN+2E). In terms of maintaining the fea-
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tures of design target images, DesignGAN performs better than other

comparison methods (CycleGAN+2E obtains very poor result in this

criterion). For diversity, CycleGAN+2E achieve better rankings than

DesignGAN and CycleGAN+N, though it generally fails to preserve

any features of design target images. In the aspect of creativity and

plausibility, DesignGAN obtains the best ranking score, which indi-

cates that it is capable of generating the most creative and plausible

bionic designs. When all the judging criteria are considered, Design-

GAN outperforms other comparison approaches.

Table 5.1.: Comparison results of human evaluation between the inves-
tigated and our proposed approaches for the bionic design
problem. The scores represent the averaged human ranks
(1 for the best) according to four specific criteria.

CycleGAN CycleGAN+N CycleGAN+2E DesignGAN

Design target
features

1.97 ± .08 2.65 ± .09 3.57 ± .07 1.80 ± .08

Biological
features

2.28 ± .09 2.70 ± .09 2.73 ± .11 2.29 ± .09

Diversity / 2.44 ± .07 1.55 ± .07 2.01 ± .06

Creativity &
plausibility

2.04 ± .08 2.62 ± .10 3.36 ± .09 1.99 ± .08

Comparison between regression loss and cycle loss

We studied the effect of the regression loss Lr and the cycle loss

Lc in the DesignGAN architecture, both of which can be used to

maintain the representations of the input design target images. Fig-

ure 5.8 demonstrates the generated results of employing varied relative

strengths of Lr and Lc. More specifically, when Lc is used alone, with

its weight set to a relatively small value (Figure 5.8 (a)), the gener-

ated images fail to contain the important features of the input design

target image (e.g. the area pointed by a red arrow in the target image

in Figure 5.8). Increasing either the strength of Lr or that of Lc can
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enable the generated images to preserve more features of the design

target image. In the case of applying Lc alone, we observe that it is

only when setting its weight to a relatively larger value will the gen-

erated images resemble the input image (Figure 5.8 (e)). However, in

such case, the generated results tend to lose the details of biological

features. By contrast, applying Lr (along with Lc) gives rise to better

generated biologically-inspired images (Figure 5.8 (b)), which demon-

strates the effectiveness of Lr as expected. Nevertheless, the weight

of Lr needs to be carefully tuned in order to prevent the generated

images from being exactly identical to the input image (i.e. not able

to integrate the representations of the biological source images, as can

be seen in Figure 5.8 (c)).

�r = 0 �c = 10

�c = 10�r = 0.5

�r = 1 �c = 10

�c = 20�r = 0

�r = 0 �c = 50

Design target

!

Generated results

(a)

(b)

(c)

(d)

(e)

Figure 5.8.: Comparison results between employing different relative
strengths of the regression loss Lr and the cycle loss Lc in
the DesignGAN architecture. We use suitcase + onion as
an example.

Latent variable interpolation results

We further investigated whether our proposed DesignGAN can learn

relevant and useful representations in the latent space Z of the “inter-

mediate” bionic design domain I. More specifically, for the generative
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function GDB : D × Z → I, we fixed the input design target image

d (from D), while linearly interpolated two input latent variables z

(from Z). Figure 5.9 presents the generated results of latent variable

interpolations. It can be observed that all the generated biologically-

inspired design images not only well preserve the features of the given

design target image, but also present smooth and continuous transi-

tions of the biological features to be integrated (e.g. varying textures

of onion (Figure 5.9 (a)) and shape of flower leaves (Figure 5.9 (b))).

Such gradual semantic changes clearly indicate that the DesignGAN

architecture is capable of learning the required useful representations

for the bionic design problem, rather than a simple memorisation of

the training samples [105].

Machine design vs. human design

We finally performed a preliminary experiment that compared human

design with machine design for the shape-oriented bionic design prob-

lem. Specifically, we recruited a subject with industrial design back-

ground, who was asked to draw biologically-inspired images according

to a design target image and a specified biological source. We then

compared them with the ones generated by our proposed DesignGAN.

As presented in Figure 5.10, DesignGAN is able to produce bionic de-

signs that are similar to human designs. However, human designs not

only contain finer details, but also exhibit much larger diversity. This

is for two reasons. First, humans can employ their much wider prior

knowledge for the bionic design task, while machine can only learn lim-

ited knowledge from the given data. Second, a human designer is able

to evaluate the design work reasonably, which can help improve their

designs. By contrast, without a good evaluating function, machine can

only perform “random” generation. Integrating wider prior knowledge

into the deep networks, as well as designing reasonable evaluating func-

tions, are two important directions of future work for generating more

creative and plausible results of bionic design.
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(a)

(b)

(c)

Figure 5.9.: Generated results of latent variable interpolations by the
DesignGAN architecture. DesignGAN takes as input a
fixed input design target image, and one of the linear in-
terpolation results between two given latent variables. (a)
Suitcase + onion. (b) Floor lamp + flower. (c) Hat +
octopus.

5.5. Conclusions

In this chapter, we proposed DesignGAN, an innovative conditional

GAN based architecture for the shape-oriented bionic design problem,

which is a challenging image-to-image generation task that demon-

strates combinatorial creativity. We presented a systemic design path

of this architecture, including CycleGAN, CycleGAN+N and Cycle-

GAN+2E, with their limitations discussed accordingly. We further

proposed a novel objective function consisting of adversarial loss, cy-

cle loss, regression loss and latent loss, which enabled DesignGAN to

generate diverse, creative and plausible bionic designs.
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Design 
Target

Human 
Design

Machine 
Design

Figure 5.10.: Comparison results between machine design and human
design for the shape-oriented bionic design problem. Ma-
chine design examples are created by our proposed De-
signGAN architecture. Human design is performed by a
designer. (a) Hat + rabbit. (b) Floor Lamp + flower. (c)
Vase + pineapple. (d) Suitcase + onion. (e) Wine glass
+ flower. (f) Hat + octopus.

We conducted qualitative and quantitative experiments on the meth-

ods of our design path, which demonstrated that our proposed De-

signGAN outperformed other methods when all the judging criteria

of bionic design were taken into account (including preserving design

target features, integrating biological features, diversity, creativity and

plausibility). We also showed the effectiveness of the proposed regres-

sion loss for better maintaining the representations of the given design

target images. We then demonstrated that DesignGAN was able to
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learn useful and relevant representations required for the bionic de-

sign problem. We finally discussed the limitations of DesignGAN by

comparing its generated biologically-inspired designs with those from

a human designer.

In summary, our proposed DesignGAN is capable of generating cre-

ative and plausible shape-oriented bionic designs. It is worth notic-

ing that the shape-oriented bionic design problem we addressed can

be regarded as an essential prerequisite for tackling more comprehen-

sive and complicated bionic design problems that may require the ma-

nipulation of colours, textures, etc. The successful generation of the

biologically-inspired designs, which have never existed before and are

substantially distinct from the existing data, clearly demonstrates that

deep conditional adversarial networks can learn to achieve high-degree

combinatorial creativity of image-to-image generation.
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6. Conclusions

6.1. Summary of the thesis

Enabling machines to achieve generative creativity is a challenging task

and a long-term goal in the field of computer vision and artificial intel-

ligence. In this thesis, we proposed different novel conditional adver-

sarial networks for challenging image-to-image generation tasks, each

of which respectively exhibited enrichment creativity, transformative

creativity and combinatorial creativity. We demonstrated that deep

conditional adversarial networks are effective approaches to achieving

high-level image-to-image generative creativity. Detailed contributions

of this thesis are summarised as follows.

• In Chapter 3, we proposed EnrichGAN, an innovative conditional

GAN based architecture for CS-MRI reconstruction, which was

formulated as a challenging image-to-image generation task that

demonstrated enrichment creativity. EnrichGAN was applied to

enrich local structures and details of input low-quality MRI im-

ages into finer and clearer ones. We also devised a novel objective

function composed of four designated loss terms and an enrich-

ment learning process. We performed comprehensive qualitative

and quantitative evaluation, and showed that EnrichGAN out-

performed conventional and state-of-the-art methods of CS-MRI

reconstruction, with a much faster processing time that allows

real-time applications. We also showed that EnrichGAN was

able to perform zero-shot inference and obtain faithful results.

We further demonstrated the robustness of EnrichGAN: it only
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required minimum tuning of hyperparameters, which was of great

importance for medical image processing. We finally showed the

effectiveness of each loss terms and the enrichment learning pro-

cess via ablation studies. To the best of our knowledge, this was

the first work that employed GAN based framework for CS-MRI

reconstruction and achieved superior results.

• In Chapter 4, we proposed SimGAN, a novel conditional adver-

sarial architecture for semantic image manipulation, as a chal-

lenging image-to-image generation application that demonstrated

transformative creativity. It required learning a good mapping

between visual features of images and semantic features of texts.

We devised an innovative objective function for this complex

task. We further proposed to employ a deeper pretrained im-

age encoder (for learning better visual features) and a pretrained

text encoder (for learning visual-semantic text features). By per-

forming both qualitative and quantitative experiments on differ-

ent datasets, we showed that SimGAN and its variant outper-

formed the baseline method in all aspects of image quality. We

also demonstrated that SimGAN was capable of learning useful

mapping between image and text features, and producing di-

verse results given one input image and text description. We

finally showed that SimGAN can be extended to generate im-

ages of higher resolution (256 × 256) with much finer details.

The generated images showed a clear distinction from any exist-

ing samples in training set, indicating that SimGAN learned to

achieve high-level transformative creativity.

• In Chapter 5, we proposed DesignGAN, an innovative condi-

tional adversarial architecture for shape-oriented bionic design,

which was a challenging image-to-image task that exhibited com-

binatorial creativity. It required learning and combining repre-

sentations from different domains of design target and biologi-

cal source, all in an unsupervised fashion. We presented a sys-
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temic design path of variants of the architecture. We also pro-

posed a novel objective function consisting of four loss terms for

this challenging task. We performed qualitative and quantita-

tive experiments, and demonstrated that our proposed Design-

GAN outperformed other comparison methods, with all evaluat-

ing criteria taken into account. We then showed the effectiveness

of loss terms. We further demonstrated that DesignGAN suc-

cessfully learned the useful and relevant representations for the

bionic design problem. We finally compared the generated results

with those from a designer. DesignGAN was able to create di-

verse biologically-inspired designs that were significantly different

from existing training samples, which indicated that it learned

to achieve high-degree image-to-image combinatorial creativity.

6.2. Future work

There are several possible directions of future work to be investigated,

which are discussed as follows.

• We demonstrated that SimGAN achieved superior results of se-

mantic image manipulation on bird and flower dataset. One ques-

tion is whether it can be applied to datasets with more general

images and texts. We plan to use the MS COCO dataset [77] as

a more challenging semantic image manipulation problem. This

dataset contains much more varied objects but fewer captions

per image. Such increased complexity requires the further devel-

opment or adjustment of the current SimGAN architecture, in

order to learn useful mappings between visual and text features

for generating visually appealing results.

• DesignGAN was used to perform the task of shape-oriented bionic

design for combinatorial creativity. One future work is to apply

DesignGAN to color images or images of higher resolution for a

more comprehensive bionic design problem. However, currently
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there is no appropriate dataset available. We thus plan to create

one such dataset, and further extend the DesignGAN framework

to achieve more complicated bionic designs.

• One limitation of our proposed approaches (and of most deep

learning methods) is that a large amount of data is required for

training. This is particularly an issue for medical image process-

ing, in which medical images are expensive and scarce to obtain.

In order to enhance the practical use of EnrichGAN, we intend to

perform additional experiments by using fewer training samples

and further develop techniques (other than data augmentation)

to improve data efficiency.

• The objective function used in our proposed EnrichGAN and De-

signGAN consists of multiple loss terms. How to quantitatively

balance different loss terms during training process (especially

for deep generative models) remains an open question. One di-

rection of future work is therefore to comprehensively investigate

how each loss term affects the usefulness and novelty of final

generated images. This will contribute to enhancing the inter-

pretability of the proposed deep generative networks.

• DesignGAN generates novel and plausible biologically-inspired

images in a random manner. A natural question is whether we

can improve this automated design process to be goal-oriented

as human designers would do. For example, the design results

can be iteratively evolved according to some criteria, where tech-

niques such as reinforcement learning [131] can be applied. How-

ever, this requires good quantitative metrics on novelty and use-

fulness of the generated results, which remains a challenging open

problem. Two possible directions of future work are 1) to develop

quantitative metrics that well correspond to human evaluation,

and 2) to incorporate human-in-the-loop in the generation pro-

cedure for achieving superior results.
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A. Supplementary for

Chapter 2

A.1. Detailed network architecture of the

VGG network

Figure A.1 demonstrates the detailed architecture of the VGG (VGG16)

network [126] employed as a (pretrained) feature extractor in Chapter 3

and Chapter 4.
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Figure A.1.: Detailed architecture of the VGG (VGG16) network.
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B. Supplementary for

Chapter 3

B.1. Detailed network architecture of

EnrichGAN

The detailed network architecture of our proposed EnrichGAN for CS-

MRI reconstruction can be seen in Figure B.1.

B.2. Random undersampling masks

Figure B.2 presents the random undersampling masks employed in the

experiments.

Figure B.2.: The random undersampling masks employed in the ex-

periments. (a) 1D Gaussian. (b) 2D Gaussian. (c) 2D

Poisson disc.
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C. Supplementary for

Chapter 4

C.1. Detailed network architecture of

SimGAN

The detailed network architecture of our proposed SimGAN for seman-

tic image manipulation is presented in Figure C.1.

C.2. Additional results on Caltech-200

bird dataset

Figure C.2 demonstrates additional zero-shot results of our proposed

SimGAN on images from Caltech-200 bird dataset.

C.3. Additional results on Oxford-102

flower dataset

Figure C.3 presents additional zero-shot results of our proposed Sim-

GAN on images from Oxford-102 flower dataset.
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Source images

Target descriptions
A red body bird with black 
wings and a gray beak.

A bird is white in color with grey 
wings.

A white bird with red crown and 
red head.

This bird is yellow in color and 
has black wings.

This bird has a red belly and 
breast, and a blue head.

This bird has wings that are 
black with a black head.

A bird with green wings and a 
yellow breast.

(a)This bird has wings that are 
brown and has a white belly.

Figure C.2.: Additional zero-shot results of our proposed SimGAN on
images from the test set of the Caltech-200 bird dataset.
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Source images

Target descriptions
This is an orange and golden 
flower.

This flower has petals with a 
combination of white and 
lavender.

This flower has petals that are 
white fading to pink.

The flower has dark stamens 
with skinny yellow petals.

The flower is light blue with 
bright yellow stamens.

This beautiful flower has many 
red ruffled petals.

The flower have mixed colors 
of purple, yellow and green.

(a)The petals are white with 
yellow shading.

Figure C.3.: Additional zero-shot results of our proposed SimGAN on
images from the test set of the Oxford-102 flower dataset.
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D. Supplementary for

Chapter 5

D.1. Detailed network architecture of

DesignGAN

Figure D.1 shows the architecture of DesignGAN for bionic design.
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Figure D.1.: Detailed network architecture of our proposed Design-
GAN for bionic design.
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